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Abstract
Tobe, Randy Joseph. Ph.D. College of Engineering and Computer Science, Wright
State University, 2010. Structural Health Monitoring of a Thermal Protection System
for Fastener Failure with a Validated Model.
Air vehicles flying at hypersonic speeds encounter extreme thermal, aerodynamic
and acoustic loads. To maintain the structural integrity of the flight vehicle, a thermal
protection system shields the main structure from these loads. Therefore, maintaining the health of the thermal protection system is critical for a successful mission and
vehicle safety. One of the more common types of failure in a mechanically attached
thermal protection system is fastener failure. Since reducing vehicle turnaround between flights is desired, creating an automated system to perform structural health
monitoring on the fastener health of the thermal protection system is needed. This
can be completed by analyzing changes in the dynamic characteristics of the system
due to fastener failure.
While much of the recent experimental research focuses on using sensors to detect high-frequency dynamic changes in the system to detect damage, this research
focuses on investigating fastener failure damage where only low-frequency dynamics are available. This involves validating a finite element model with low-frequency
experimental dynamic tests to ensure the geometry, boundary conditions, material
properties, and finite element mesh properly capture the physical characteristics of
the structure. The damage states are then simulated with the finite element model
to obtain a better understanding of how the damages cause low-frequency dynamic
changes without requiring a vast amount of experimental data. The damage detection metrics include previously developed modal parameters—the MAC, PMAC, and
COMAC—in addition to two newly developed damage metrics—the normalized coordinate modal assurance criterion and the normalized coordinate modal assurance
criterion summation. The new damage metrics investigate how mode shape normalization can provide a distributed prediction for where damage is located.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter introduces the problem of fastener failure in a structure and provides
an overview of what is covered in each chapter of this document. It also covers
the motivation for detecting these failures with structural health monitoring (SHM).
While this work focuses on investigation of bolt damage in a thermal protection system
(TPS), the techniques are applicable to any structure where detecting damage that
changes the low-order structural mode shapes, such as fastener failure, is of interest to
the researcher. Then, an outline of the research methodology created for this damage
investigation is presented.

1.1

Overview

This research document begins with an overview of, and the motivation for, the
research. Then, it defines a research methodology used for validating a finite element model with experimental results, simulating structural damage in the validated
model, and attempting to detect and localize the damage with existing and newly
created damage metrics. This research methodology can be used to obtain a better
understanding of how the dynamic response of a structure changes due to damage.
The research methodology focuses on detecting and localizing failed fasteners in a
1

structure where high-frequency experimental results are not available.
Chapter 2 begins with the historical perspective mentioning the origins of vibrationbased SHM. Later, it provides a brief description of SHM and summarizes some of
the methods used in high-frequency and low-frequency SHM.
Chapter 3 describes the experiments conducted on a TPS prototype in this research. This experimentation collects the dynamic response of the system to obtain
the low-order natural frequencies and modes of the structure using an impulse hammer
and an array of accelerometers shifted throughout the TPS prototype. Experimental
results are obtained to validate the healthy state of a finite element model. After the
healthy state experimentation was completed, experimental results were obained for
the TPS prototype in both its healthy state and damaged state. These results were
compared to each other and to the damaged states simulated with the validated finite
element model.
In Chapter 4, the work on validating the finite element model based on lowfrequency experimentation performed by the author at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base is described. Three different experimental setups (an individual load-carrying
plate without insulation, an individual load-carrying plate with insulation, and the
combined structure containing four load-carrying plates connected to a backing structure with 33 brackets) were investigated to individually handle the different aspects
of the structural uncertainty. The three experimental setups were used to validate
the overall finite element model in steps. Once the finite element model is validated,
it obtains healthy and damaged mode shapes that are used for the damage quantification in this research. The results of this finite element validation were submitted
as a peer review journal article. Additional low-frequency experimental tests were
also completed after the initial validation process to investigate some damage states
experimentally. These results were not used during the damage detection process
shown in Chapter 6 but are included here for completeness.

2

Chapter 5 describes the two new modal metrics created for localizing global damage. The modal metrics investigate the locations resulting in the maximum difference
between healthy and damaged mode shapes after vector normalization occurs for each
nodal location. The nodal locations that have the maximum difference between the
healthy and damaged vectors most often show a more significant difference between
them than the other nodal locations; consequently, the damage metrics predict the
damage being close to these nodes since the global damage in this research is assumed
to be close to the large changes in mode shapes.
Chapter 6 investigates damage detection and localization for fastener failure based
on the research methodology mentioned in Section 1.3. The finite element model
validated in Chapter 4 is used to simulate two sets of damage cases: high-level damage
and low-level damage. High-level damage is defined as the removal of all four bolts
along one edge of a load-carrying plate. Low-level damage is defined as removal of a
single bolt. This research uses changes in the low-frequency mode shapes to detect
the different states of fastener failure in the structure. Both existing modal metrics
and the two modal metrics created in Chapter 5 are used to quantify the fastener
damage.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the damage quantification for the investigated
modal metrics. It then provides recommendations for further research opportunities
involving the research methodology and damage metrics created in this research for
future SHM. All of this damage quantification work focuses on global damage based
on changes to a structure’s low-frequency dynamic characteristics.
Appendix A demonstrates sample calculations for the various metrics. It shows
how each of the numbers are entered into the formulas for proper calculation.
Appendix B investigates optimizing the low-frequency dynamics of a finite element
model representing the geometry of a TPS prototype was completed. The research
looked at optimizing the thicknesses of the existing TPS prototype where the ob-

3

jective function was composed of the product between the difference of the healthy
and damaged resonant frequencies. Damage to a single fastener connecting a thermal
protection plate to the bracket that attaches to the fuselage of the vehicle was investigated. This research was presented at the 48th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference [1]. This research led to
the creation of a new finite element model representing the physics of an existing TPS
prototype that was created and experimentally validated.

1.2

Motivation

Hypersonic flight is required to maintain air and space supremacy for the United
States. Hypersonic flight vehicles are required for launching payloads, such as satellites and components for the space station and Hubble telescope, out of Earth’s
atmosphere. These vehicles require a thermal protection system (TPS) to shield the
main structure from the extreme thermal, acoustic, and pressure loads encountered
during missions. Any severe damage to the TPS can lead to a catastrophic loss of
vehicle and crew. Therefore, it is important to monitor the TPS to prevent minor
damage from becoming worse. Monitoring an entire vehicle for structural integrity
can be a very long, expensive, and labor-intensive process. Integrating an SHM system into the vehicle design can decrease the cost, time, and labor required to monitor
the TPS health by utilizing sensors to automate the damage detection process. This
can reduce the amount of downtime between vehicle missions significantly, which is
a priority for next-generation spacecraft. Since fastener failure is one of the more
common types of damage for mechanically attached TPS, this will be the focus of
the research presented here. While the methods used here can be implemented on
any structure encountering damage that changes the low-order mode shapes (such as
the fastener failure in this research), this work will focus on a TPS prototype com-
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posed of four carbon-carbon load-carrying plates with backing insulation bolted to
carbon/silicon carbide brackets that are bolted to a thin metallic backing plate. The
fastener failure is restricted to the bolted locations where the load-carrying plates are
connected to the brackets. The methods used here would be applicable to other types
of fastener failure—such as damaged rivets—as well. The terms fastener and bolt are
used interchangeably in this research.

1.3

Research Methodology

Utilizing high-frequency dynamics, a large number of sensors (such as velocimeters
or accelerometers), or statistical pattern recognition can improve the likelihood of
detecting and localizing damage; however, these testing characteristics are not always
obtainable due to the sensor type, sensor availability, or amount of experimental time
required. For example, capturing the high-frequency dynamics of a structure can
require either big, bulky equipment (such as conventional shakers) or piezoelectric
actuator/sensors that are not as common as accelerometers. Also, a large number of
sensors can collect a significant amount of experimental data quickly, but can change
the dynamics of the system due to added mass resulting from the sensors. Statistical
pattern recognition can require a significant amount of time to pick parameters and
collect experimental data to train and test the algorithm. The proposed research
methodology focuses on accomplishing SHM when a limited number of accelerometers
and experimental testing time are available. These restrictions do not allow for highfrequency experimentation or statistical pattern recognition to be performed.
The methodology begins with the creation of a finite element model designed to
capture the physical characteristics of a real-world structure. Then, low-frequency
dynamic experimentation—from zero to 2000 Hz—is completed to validate the finite
element results. Due to uncertainty in the composite material properties, the finite
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element model’s material properties are updated to validate that the model properly
captures the low-frequency dynamics. This validated finite element model is then
used to simulate the healthy state and damage states of interest.
The damage states of interest in this research are fastener failure between a loadcarrying plate and brackets. The fastener failure simulates a completely damaged bolt
that is modeled by removing the bolt from the validated finite element model. Unlike
localized damage that cannot be detected with global methods, this global damage
does not require high-frequency dynamics—over 10 kHz—to detect the damage. Lowfrequency dynamic characteristics—resonant frequencies and mode shapes—are then
extracted and compared between the damaged states and the healthy state. Modal
criteria formulated from mode shape data to detect damage is the main focus of
this research. Changes between the healthy and damaged states result in changes in
the calculated modal criteria that allow for damage detection and localization. The
comparison between healthy and damaged modal criteria can use some combination
of natural frequency changes and mode shape changes; this research utilizes mode
shape changes. It uses both existing modal metrics and newly created mode-based
damage metrics for the global damage detection and localization. This methodology
is shown as a flowchart in Figure 1.1. While this methodology can be implemented
on any structure with global damage, this research focuses on a TPS prototype. This
TPS prototype is composed of four load-carrying plates bolted to brackets that are
bolted to a backing structure.

6

Figure 1.1: Flowchart of Research Methodology
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Historical Perspective

As vehicles, buildings, bridges, and other structures age, they begin to deteriorate.
Detecting damage before it becomes significant enough to cause a catastrophic failure
in the structure is important to maintain usability and increase safety for individuals
around the aging structure. While damage can often be visually detected without
any outside equipment, this is an expensive and labor-intensive process. Structural
health monitoring was developed to detect the damage at early stages without the
need for constant human intervention. The offshore oil industry utilized vibrationbased damage detection techniques in the 1970s and early 1980s [2–11]. The offshore oil industry health monitoring results were not very successful. Because their
above-water-line measurements only provided information about resonant frequencies, uniqueness issues arose during damage prediction. Data also was corrupted by
environmental conditions, equipment noise, and changing mass (caused by changing
fluid tank levels). These failures show the difficulty involved in SHM and led to the
oil industry abandoning the technology in the mid 1980s. The difficulty in using resonant frequencies, modal damping, and mode shape vectors has been mentioned in
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literature reviews [12–14].
Dynamic-based SHM was used to investigate many different structures throughout the 1980s and 1990s. A brief review of some of the different early work in SHM
includes the following: the 1980s initiated the investigation of metal and composite
beams [15–18], bridges [19–21], the space shuttle [22–24], and nuclear plants [25].
Additional damage detection research originating in the late 1980s and the 1990s
involved trusses [26–28], plates [29–33], buildings [34, 35], concrete beams [36, 37],
shells and frames [38–40], horizontal axis wind turbine blades [41], and aircraft structures [42]. The global methods used in these damage detection investigations will be
mentioned in more detail in Section 2.4.

2.2

Structural Health Monitoring

SHM typically defines the following four levels of damage identification [43]:
• Level 1: Determination that damage is present in the structure
• Level 2: Level 1 plus determination of the geometric location of the damage
• Level 3: Level 2 plus quantification of the severity of the damage
• Level 4: Level 3 plus prediction of the remaining service life of the structure.
While determining the presence of damage has been successfully achieved for many
different structures, materials, and types of damage, achieving the final level (prediction of the remaining service life of the structure) is a much more challenging
and difficult problem. Some of the most common uses for SHM include detecting:
cracks (and crack propagation), composite delamination, corrosion, mass changes,
part degradation, and fastener failure. When a structure’s dynamics are used to
investigate its health, the method (low-frequency or high-frequency) best suited to
the problem depends on the type of damage expected. High-frequency methods are
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typically used for detecting small structural changes (such as cracks, composite delamination, and small changes in mass) that have a minimal influence on the low-order
structural modes. Low-frequency vibration-based methods are global in nature, so
they are typically used when characterizing structural damage that changes the loworder structural modes (such as fastener failure and changing boundary conditions).
While a distinct cutoff frequency between when low-frequency methods no longer
work and high-frequency methods must be used does not exist, one example for detecting the dynamics of a small steel beam was mentioned in Giurgiutiu’s book [44].
When the beam was excited with an impact and the response was sensed with two
strain gauges, the first two natural frequencies—1387 Hz and 3789 Hz—were detected,
but the next natural frequencies—predicted to be around 7547 Hz—was not. The
higher natural frequencies were detected with the high-frequency electromechanical
impedance method. The methods covered in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 focus on methods
used primarily in SHM, and not on other damage detection methods (such as liquid
penetration inspection, radiography, infrared thermography, eddy currents, etc.) used
primarily in nondestructive evaluation and nondestructive inspection.

2.3

High-Frequency Methods

Methods that sense the structural dynamics based on introduced high-frequency
waves (with frequencies well above 10 kHz and sometimes into the MHz range) are
typically better at detecting smaller, more localized damage than the low-frequency
vibration-based methods. Many of these testing methods utilize piezoelectric materials as sensors and/or actuators. Piezoelectric materials create a mechanical stress
when an electric load is placed on them and generate electricity when a mechanical
stress is applied to them, allowing one piezoelectric device to be used to both actuate
and sense the dynamics of the system. A detailed book by Guirgiutiu [44] covers the
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theory, examples, and uses of piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) for many
high-frequency SHM methods. While many publications classify their transducers as
piezoceramics (such as lead zirconate titanate, or PZT), the following sections will
use PWAS as a generalized term to represent all piezoelectric transducers that can
be used for sensing and actuating a structure.

2.3.1

Electro-Mechanical Impedance Method

The electro-mechanical (E/M) impedance method uses PWAS transducers as highfrequency modal sensors. This method couples the electrical impedance at the PWAS
terminals with the mechanical impedance of the structure being investigated. This
allows changes in the mechanical resonance spectrum to be detected with the electrical signals generated at the PWAS terminals. Mechanical impedance has been used
to detect damage for several decades [45]. It has since grown to be commonly used
for detecting disbonds and delaminations inside laminated structures and composite materials. The E/M impedance method is an improvement over the mechanical
impedance method. Advantages of the E/M impedance method over the mechanical impedance method include sensor size (thin, nonintrusive PWAS versus bulky
transducers), testing availability (permanently attached PWAS transducers versus
manually applying transducers to various points of interest), type of excitation (inplane strain excitation versus normal force excitation), and impedance measuring
(as a direct electrical quantity versus indirect mechanical quantities) [44]. Surfaceattached PWAS have been used for coupled E/M analysis of adaptive systems since
the mid-1990s [46]. One form of the electrical admittance measured at the terminals
of a PWAS is
Y (ω) = iωC 1 −

κ231
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Zstr (ω)
Zstr (ω) + ZA (ω)

!

(2.1)

where C is the electrical capacitance of the PWAS, κ31 is the electro-mechanical cross
coupling coefficient of the PWAS, Zstr (ω) is the one-degree-of-freedom structural
impedance observed by the PWAS, and ZA (ω) is the quasi-static impedance of the
PWAS [44].
This formula has been used to show that the E/M admittance response accurately
reflects the dynamic response of the system. In this one degree-of-freedom coupledsystem resonance, the real part of the admittance has a distinct peak shifted due
to the additional stiffness caused by the PWAS. Other early research in the E/M
impedance method used the half-power bandwidth method to accurately determine
the natural frequency values of a structure [47]. These early works demonstrated
that a permanently attached PWAS can be used as a structural-identification sensor
since the PWAS terminals reflect the coupled-system dynamics. The E/M impedance
method was first used for SHM to detect damage in a truss structure by Sun, et al. [48].
It was first shown to have extreme sensitivity to local damage and insensitivity to
far-field damage in the tail section of a Piper Model 601P airplane [49]. While much
literature exists focusing on implementing the impedance method to detect damage,
it will not be mentioned in detail here since this method was not used in this research.
Additional details on the impedance method’s use in SHM can be seen in a literature
overview by Park, et al. [50].

2.3.2

Guided Waves

Guided waves are useful in SHM since they can travel large distances in a structure
with minimal energy loss, allowing large areas to be investigated from a single location.
Different types of ultrasonic waves exist; the best type of guided wave to use depends
on the geometry of the structure being investigated. The next four sections will begin
with a brief review of three types of guided ultrasonic waves (Sections 2.3.2.1-2.3.2.3)
and then mention the methods that use these waves for damage detection (Section
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Figure 2.1: SH Wave Axes and Particle Motion Definition
2.3.2.4).

2.3.2.1

Rayleigh Waves

Rayleigh waves can be used to detect damage in solids that contain a free surface.
They are also known as surface acoustic waves and surface-guided waves. Rayleigh
waves propagate close to the surface of the structure with the amplitude decreasing
rapidly with depth. Rayleigh waves are polarized in a plane perpendicular to the
surface. The analytical solution to the Rayleigh-wave particle motion is contained in
the vertical plane, meaning the x- and y-components of the velocity are nonzero and
the z-component is equal to zero.

2.3.2.2

Shear Horizontal Plate Waves

Shear horizontal (SH) waves have a shear-type particle motion within the horizontal
plane. When drawing SH waves in three-dimensions, the y-axis is typically placed
vertically while the x-axis and z-axis compose the horizontal plane through which
the SH waves propagate. SH waves propagate along the x-axis and the particle
motion occurs along the z-axis. This is shown using Figure 2.1 from Giurgiutiu [44].
Implementing boundary conditions on the analytical problem for SH waves leads to
a product of sine and cosine being equal to zero. When the sine component equals
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zero, the solution leads to symmetric modes (S-modes). When the cosine component
equals zero, antisymmetric modes (A-modes) are formed. The analytical equations
demonstrating the physical phenomena of SH waves encountered experimentally are
covered by Guirgiutiu [44].

2.3.2.3

Lamb Waves

Lamb waves, also known as guided plate waves, are ultrasonic waves that are guided
between two parallel free surfaces (such as the upper and lower surfaces of a plate).
These waves were first theoretically described in the early 1900s by Horace Lamb
[51], and later Lamb waves were actually generated to detect structural damage [52].
The Rayleigh-Lamb equation provides a number of solutions for Lamb waves, both
symmetric modes (S0 , S1 , S2 ,...) and antisymmetric modes (A0 , A1 , A2 ,...). At low
frequencies, symmetric Lamb waves approach the behavior of the axial plate waves
while antisymmetric Lamb waves approach the behavior of flexural plate waves. The
speed of Lamb waves depends on the frequency, plate thickness, and Lamb-wave mode.
Lamb waves consist of a pattern of standing waves in the thickness direction of the
plate traveling like waves along the guided path. Some of the beneficial characteristics
of guided Lamb waves include: variable mode structure and distributions, multi-mode
character, sensitivity to different types of flaws, propagation over long distances, and
the capability to follow curvature and reach hidden and/or buried parts [44].

2.3.2.4

Wave Propagation

Wave propagation works for damage detection by observing changes from what is expected from the sensors due to the wave interacting with the damage. For example,
when a guided wave strikes the tip of a crack, it can change direction and be reflected
back to a sensor before it would without the presence of damage. Wave propagation
is one form of ultrasonic inspection. Ultrasonic inspection has been used in nonde-
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structive evaluation methods to detect damage for several decades. Ultrasonic testing
involves at least one of the following measurements: time of flight (TOF), path length,
frequency, phase angle, amplitude, acoustic impedance, and angle of wave deflection.
PWAS can be placed on the surface of a structure to induce ultrasonic waves to
perform the following techniques: pulse-echo, pitch-catch, and pulse-resonance [53].
Many types of waves can be used to investigate a structure, depending on its
geometry. Pressure waves (P-waves), shear waves (S-waves), or a combination of
the two can be used to investigate an infinite solid medium. P-waves work best for
through-the-thickness detection of anomalies along the sound path. However, P-waves
cannot reliably detect localized surface flaws and cracks. Rayleigh waves can be used
to detect damage on a free surface of a solid structure. Guided Lamb waves allow
thin-walled structures to be inspected efficiently. Since Lamb waves are the most
common waves used for damage detection, this approach will be described briefly.
The pulse-echo method of damage detection can use one PWAS to transmit and
detect Lamb waves in a plate. The Lamb waves are transmitted into the plate and
received as multiple echoes resulting from reflections at the plate edges by the PWAS.
A correlation between the TOF of each wave and the distance traveled by that wave
must be established. While the TOF is immediately known when a wave arrives,
determining the path traveled by the wave is much more difficult since an approximate
traveled distance does not always clearly define the wave path due to the circular wave
front being reflected at all edges of the plate. After understanding what the expected
reflections are at the edges of the structure being investigated, detecting changes
in the expected received waves must be accomplished for damage detection. When
the propagating wave encounters a defect and reflects back to the sensor, this new
arriving wave must be distinguishable from the reflections in the healthy structure
for the defect to be detected. Since Lamb waves are dispersive in nature (their speed
depends on their frequency), Lamb-wave tuning methods are used to select the Lamb
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waves [54].
The pitch-catch method is used to detect structural changes between at least one
transmitter and at least one receiver. One PWAS transmits the Lamb wave into
the plate and another PWAS (or array of PWAS) receives the Lamb wave. The
guided wave amplitude, phase, dispersion, and TOF are compared with a predefined
healthy state to detect damage introduced to the structure. The pitch-catch method
is typically used to detect cracks, corrosion, disbonded adhesive joints, and composite
delamination. The probability of detecting the localized damage increases as the size
of the defect increases.

2.4

Low-Frequency Vibration-Based Methods

Vibration-based methods investigate how changes in the low-frequency modal properties (modal frequencies, modal damping ratios, and mode shapes) correspond to
changes in the mechanical properties of a structure due to damage. These methods
work for frequencies up to several kHz, but the instruments commonly used to collect the low-frequency dynamics lose accuracy at higher frequencies. Some of the
past research completed using vibration-based methods are discussed in the following
sections.

2.4.1

Frequency Changes

Changes in structural properties result in changes in vibration frequencies that allow
for the completion of damage identification and health monitoring. A large amount
of literature exists on investigating shifts in natural frequencies due to structural
damage. However, practical limitations do exist for applying frequency shifts as the
sole method for health monitoring, due to its somewhat low sensitivity to damage.
This requires either very precise dynamic measurements (which are difficult to obtain
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in a real-world problem with changing environmental characteristics) or large levels
of damage (which are trying to be avoided with the implementation of SHM). One
specific example of the large level of damage not being easily detectable with frequency
changes has been observed with the I-40 bridge over the Rio Grande. A 96.4%
reduction in the cross-sectional stiffness at the center of a main plate girder (which
reduces the bending stiffness of the overall bridge cross-section by 21%) did not result
in significant reductions of the observed modal frequencies [55]. This lack of sensitivity
was due to the damage location being near a node point of the mode shape.
Currently, frequency shifts are most useful for damage detection for very controlled
environments, such as for quality control in manufacturing [12]. One example of a frequency shift being used is the detecting out-of-roundness of ball bearings with the use
of precise sine-sweep frequency measurements [56]. Additionally, low-frequency shifts
investigate the structure globally, making it difficult to localize detected damage. Improved localization can occur with frequency changes by investigating high-frequency
shifts (which excite and extract local modes) and multiple low-frequency shifts being
combined to provide spatial information about structural damage. Mode shape information often must be accounted for in addition to frequency shifts to properly detect
and/or localize damage. This is often due to mode switches occurring between closely
grouped resonant frequencies. The two ways SHM is completed with frequency shifts
are the forward problem and the inverse problem.

2.4.1.1

The Forward Problem

The forward problem investigates frequency shifts for known types of damage. The
known damage can be modeled mathematically and compared to experimentally measured frequencies to determine the presence of damage. The forward problem has
been widely used since the mid-1970s. Most of the research mentioned in Section
2.1 involved the forward problem. Some of the damage types investigated with the
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forward problem include: removing members from an offshore tower [2, 7], severance
of structural members [3, 6, 8], composite cracks and/or delamination [57, 58], crack
damage [9, 59–62], mass changes [10, 11], and beams with a slot [63, 64]. While severe
damage could occasionally be successfully detected with the forward method, it did
not do well in most instances.

2.4.1.2

The Inverse Problem

The inverse problem calculates damage parameters, such as crack length and/or location, from frequency shifts. The inverse problem typically attempts to achieve
Level 2 or Level 3 damage identification while the forward problem typically achieves
only Level 1 damage identification. Some of the damage types the inverse problem
has been used to investigate include: changing dynamic moduli in composites [65],
changing structural stiffness parameters (typically due to cracks) [28, 30, 34, 66–70],
and microcracking and transverse cracks in composites [71].

2.4.2

Mode Shape Changes

Mode shape changes provide more information than frequency changes alone. Some
damage can cause a mode shape to change without its associated resonant frequency
shifting a detectable amount compared to the experimental uncertainty encountered
during testing. Many metrics have been created to better understand and convey
mode shape changes numerically. Some of these modal criteria are: modal assurance
criterion (MAC), the weighted modal assurance criterion (WMAC), partial modal
assurance criterion (PMAC), modal assurance criterion square root (MACSR), scaled
modal assurance criterion (SMAC), modal assurance criterion using reciprocal vectors
(MACRV), modal assurance criteria with frequency scales (FMAC), coordinate modal
assurance criterion (COMAC), the enhanced coordinate modal assurance criterion
(ECOMAC), mutual correspondence criterion, modal correlation coefficient, inverse
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modal assurance criterion (IMAC), frequency response assurance criterion (FRAC),
complex correlation coefficient (CCF), frequency domain assurance criterion (FDAC),
and coordinate orthogonality check (CORTHOG). A brief summary of these criteria
and their uses follow below.
The MAC [72, 73] provides a measure of consistency (degree of linearity) between
two modal vectors. It shows how similar two modal vectors (from different excitation
locations, models, or system states) are. MAC values range from zero to one. A
MAC value close to zero represents no consistent correspondence between the two
modal vectors. A value of one represents a perfect correspondence between the two
modal vectors. When two modal vectors representing the same state are compared,
the diagonal terms of a MAC matrix represent the same modes being compared to
each other, and the values should be close to unity. The off-diagonal terms in this
MAC matrix should be much lower since they compare different modal vectors that
are generally not similar. When a healthy state is compared to a damaged state,
variations from the anticipated MAC matrix can be used to detect damage.
For example, if a diagonal term is significantly lower than unity—0.7 and 0.85 are
used as definite and intermediate cutoffs in this research—it represents the damaged
modal vector being significantly different from the healthy modal vector to which it is
compared. Another way to detect damage using the MAC matrix is two off-diagonal
terms being close to unity while the diagonal terms bordering them are significantly
smaller; this demonstrates a mode switch where the damage causes one modal vector
which was previously excited at a higher frequency than another to be now be excited
at a frequency lower than the other, causing their sequential order to switch. The
MAC indicates consistency (not validity or orthogonality) between the two modal
vectors; therefore, if invalid assumptions result in the same errors, random, or bias
in both modal vectors being compared, they will not be detected with the MAC [74].
The MAC has been used in combination with frequency changes to detect individual
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damaged bolts in a constrained plate [75]. This research used manual evaluation
and human judgement to achieve damage localization based on the experimental and
finite element results. The MAC’s linear, least-squares computational approach to
analyze two vector spaces has led to the other criteria mentioned in the preceding
paragraph. The MAC is used for damage detection in Chapter 6.
Since the MAC is sensitive to sensor distribution, the WMAC was created to
account for mass or stiffness distribution. The WMAC allows users to adjust the
MAC to weight the degrees-of-freedom in the modal vectors according to mass or
stiffness distribution, making it a pseudo-orthogonality check. The PMAC [76, 77] is
a spatially limited version of the MAC. Instead of using all of the degrees-of-freedom
available to calculate the MAC, a subset of the degrees-of-freedom are used with the
same formula as the MAC. This allows a user to investigate only a certain sensor
direction (x, y, and/or z) or only degrees-of-freedom from a single component of the
entire structure. The MACSR [78] is more consistent with the orthogonality and
pseudo-orthogonality calculations using an identity weighting matrix. Taking the
square root of the MAC calculation tends to highlight the off-diagonal terms that are
generally very small MAC values. The SMAC [79] is essentially a WMAC with the
weighting matrix chosen to balance the scaling of translational and rotational degreesof-freedom in the modal vectors. The SMAC is useful for normalizing magnitude
differences in the modal vectors containing different engineering units. Without this
normalization, the MAC would be dominated by the larger values since it minimizes
the squared error.
The MACRV [80] compares reciprocal modal vectors with analytical modal vectors
and is similar to a pseudo-orthogonality check. The reciprocal modal vector is defined
as the vector that yields unity when transposed and premultiplied by a specific modal
vector. A value of zero results from this same computation using the reciprocal modal
vector and any other modal vector (or reciprocal modal vector). The MACRV serves
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as a mode isolation check provided by each reciprocal modal vector compared to
expected analytical modes. Frequency scaling is added to the MAC to form the
FMAC [81, 82]. The FMAC “offers a means of displaying simultaneously the mode
shape correlation, the degree of spatial aliasing and the frequency comparison in a
single plot.” It is particularly useful in model correlation applications, such as model
updating and assessment of parameter variation. The COMAC [77, 83] attempts to
identify which degrees-of-freedom contribute negatively to a low value of MAC. The
COMAC is calculated over a set of mode pairs that are identified to represent the
same modal vector in a given frequency range. A COMAC value is computed for each
degree-of-freedom in the mode pair. In Chapter 6, the COMAC is used to investigate
damage detection and localization.
The ECOMAC [84] is used to resolve problems with experimental modal vectors
having calibration scaling errors and/or sensor orientation mistakes. The mutual
correspondence criterion applied the MAC to vectors that do not originate as modal
vectors. Instead, the mutual correspondence criterion [85] uses vector measures of
acoustic information (velocity, pressure, intensity, etc.) and only correctly applies to
real valued vectors. The modal correlation coefficient [86, 87] modifies the MAC to
be more sensitive to small changes in magnitude that are not very noticeable with a
least squares based correlation coefficient. It accomplishes the increased sensitivity
with the introduction of a kink factor that accounts for slope discontinuities that may
occur with damage. The IMAC [88] uses the inverse of the modal coefficients with the
computational scheme of the MAC. This results in small modal coefficients that are
insignificant in the MAC computation becoming large coefficients that are significant
in the IMAC. Since the inverse is taken, difficulties arise if any modal coefficients are
numerically zero.
The FRAC [89–91] can compare any two frequency response functions (FRF)
representing the same input/output relationship. It can be used as a validation
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procedure between a model and measured data. The basic assumption for the FRAC
is that the FRFs being compared should be linearly related at all frequencies. The
FRFs can be compared over the entire or partial frequency range collected as long
as the same discrete frequencies are used in the comparison. The FRAC can serve
as an independent check of the modal parameter estimation process. The CCF [92]
is similar to the FRAC, only without squaring the numerator term. This causes a
significant change that yields a complex coefficient. While the magnitude is the same
as that of the FRAC, the CCF provides any systematic phase lag or lead between
the two FRFs. When compared to an analytical FRF, the CCF can help detect the
common problem of a constant phase shift due to experimental signal conditioning
problems. The FDAC [93] calculation is similar to the FRAC, but it is evaluated
with different frequency shifts. The FDAC is formulated to identify the difference in
impedance model updating caused by the frequencies of resonances or anti-resonances.
The CORTHOG [94] is a normalized error measure between the pseudo-orthogonality
calculation and the analytical orthogonality calculation. This calculation uses several
different normalizing or scaling methods. While mode shape changes were more
successful than resonant frequency shifts alone, they were still not able to detect
some damage states, such as localized damage caused by small cracks.
Chapter 6 uses the MAC, PMAC, and COMAC to detect and localize damage.
The MAC and PMAC were chosen since they allow for the creation of matrices with
terms that numerically relate the healthy modal vector to the damaged modal vector
for both the entire structure (MAC) and the individual load-carrying plates (PMAC)
separately. These numbers show how the damage introduced to the system changes
how the modal vectors relate to each other. The COMAC was used since it attempts
to show what degrees-of-freedom used in the calculation of the MAC contribute to
low MAC values. This is useful since the areas causing a low MAC likely occur close
to the damage causing the change in mode shape.
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2.4.3

Mode Shape Curvature/Strain Mode Shape Changes

An alternative to using mode shapes to investigate vibration changes spatially is to
investigate mode shape derivatives, such as curvature. For beams, curvature and
bending strain are mathematically represented as

ε=

y
= κy
ρ

(2.2)

where ε is strain, ρ is radius of curvature, and κ is curvature (or 1/ρ) [95]. Directly
measuring the strain or computing it from displacements or accelerations is required
for these methods.
One common way to find derivatives with discrete points is using the finite difference method. Finite difference methods enter the values and distances of the
spatial points surrounding the location of interest into a formula to approximate the
derivative. The order and accuracy of the derivative depends on the number of surrounding points and the type of difference method being used. The central difference
approximation was used to successfully detect damage in a finite element model of
beam structures [96]. Another method creates a damage index for a linearly elastic
beam structure composed of the quotient formed with the damaged fractional strain
energy in the numerator and the undamaged fractional strain energy in the denominator [97, 98]. A large damage index indicates a member is likely damaged, allowing
for the severity of damage to be estimated based on the fractional change in bending
stiffness for that member. This method does not require sensitivity matrices, but does
require the structure to be represented by beam elements and spatial differentiation
of measured mode shapes.
Chance, et al. [32] concluded that the numerical methods used to calculate curvature from mode shapes can result in unacceptably large errors. Chen and Swamidas [31] avoided these numerical errors by obtaining strains to directly measure plate
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curvature. This dramatically improved results compared to those calculated using
mode shapes. These improved results obtained using strain mode shapes also facilitated crack location in a cantilever plate. Another parameter initially composed of
the damaged and undamaged displacements and resonant frequencies was found to
be more sensitive to structural damage when computed with the damaged and undamaged strain mode shapes and resonant frequencies [99]. Other research stated
that using experimental data with the central difference approximation to calculate
curvature change did not typically give a good indication of damage. The most important factor to obtain good results in this study was the selection of which modes
are used in the analysis [100]. Strain changes were found to be much more sensitive
to crack detection than frequency shifts, even at relatively large distances from the
crack [40].

2.4.4

Methods Based on Dynamically Measured Flexibility

A dynamically measured flexibility matrix has been used to estimate changes in the
static behavior of structures. This method calculates the flexibility matrix from the
dynamic response of the structure. The flexibility matrix relates the applied static
force and the resulting structural displacement. Therefore, each column of the flexibility matrix represents the displacement pattern of the structure associated with a
unit force being applied at that column’s degree-of-freedom. The measured flexibility
matrix is estimated from mass-normalized measured mode shapes and frequencies, as
seen in Equation 2.3.
[G] = [φ] [Λ]−1 [φ]T

(2.3)

where [G] is the n x n measured flexibility matrix, [φ] is an n x n matrix with the ith
column being the mode shape corresponding to the ith resonant frequency, and [Λ]
is an n x n diagonal matrix with the resonant frequencies composing the diagonal in
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sequential order.
The flexibility matrix in Equation 2.3 is approximate since only the first few
modes of the structure are measured. Creating the complete static flexibility matrix
would require all mode shapes and frequencies to be measured. Damage detection is
accomplished by comparing the damaged flexibility matrix to the flexibility matrix
of either the undamaged structure or a finite element model. Due to the inverse
relationship to the square of the modal frequencies, the measured flexibility matrix
is most sensitive to changes in the lower-frequency modes of the structure. Some of
the methods used to detect damage are mentioned in the following paragraphs.
Changes in the flexibility of a structure have been used to detect (and localize,
in some cases) damage for many different structures. Atkan, et al. [101] used the
measured flexibility as a “condition index” and compared it to the static deflections
by truck-load tests to indicate bridge integrity. Changes in the measured flexibility
of a spliced beam with linear damage were successful in localizing damage using the
first two measured modes of the structure [102]. The measured flexibility of a bridge
examined the cross-sectional deflection profiles to indicate damage even without a
baseline data set [103]. The measured flexibility has been decomposed into elemental
stiffness parameters for an assumed structural connectivity. The flexibility matrix is
decomposed by projecting it onto an assemblage of the element-level static structural
eigenvectors [104]. Curvature changes in the deformed shape of the structure when
subjected to a uniform load (called the uniform load surface) can be calculated using
the uniform load flexibilities to indicate damage. The uniform load surface is sensitive
to uniform deterioration. The curvature is calculated using the central difference
method on the uniform load flexibility matrix, which is constructed by summing the
columns of the measured flexibility matrix [105].
The pseudoinverse relationship between the dynamically measured flexibility matrix and the structural stiffness matrix is the basis for the unity check method. It
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defines an error matrix (seen in Equation 2.4) to measure the degree to which the
pseudoinverse is satisfied:
h

i

[E] = Gd [K u ] − [I]
h

(2.4)

i

where [E] is the error matrix, Gd is the damaged flexibility matrix, [K u ] is the
undamaged stiffness matrix, and [I] is the identity matrix.
The pseudoinverse is used since the dynamically measured flexibility matrix is
typically rank-deficient, making the inverse infeasible. The unity check method was
first used to locate modeling errors by using the location of the entry with maximum
magnitude in each column to determine the model’s error location. This method is
sensitive to non-orthogonality in the measured modes [106]. The unity check method
was then extended to damage detection by defining a least-squares problem for the
elemental stiffness changes that are consistent with the unity check error in potentially
damaged members [107]. The stiffness error matrix method computes an error matrix
that is a function of the flexibility change in the structure and the undamaged stiffness
matrix. The stiffness error matrix is calculated using Equations 2.5 and 2.6.

[E] = [K u ] [∆G] [K u ]
h

(2.5)

i

[∆G] = Gd − [Gu ]

(2.6)

where [E] is the stiffness error matrix, [K u ] is the undamaged stiffness matrix, [∆G]
is the difference between the damaged flexibility matrix

h

Gd

i

and the undamaged

flexibility matrix ([Gu ]). This method has been used to indicate errors between measured parameters and analytical stiffness and mass matrices.
The stiffness matrix was used instead of the mass matrix, since it generally provides more information for damage identification [108]. The type of matrix reduction
technique and number of modes used in the formation of the flexibility matrix were
also investigated. Acceptable results were found with the usage of Guyan reduction
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and indirect reduction, but not with elimination [109]. Another use of the stiffness
error matrix method divided the entries in the stiffness error matrix by the variance
in natural frequency resulting from damage in each member. This weighted error
matrix was successfully used to detect damage in both beam and plate models [110].
The residual flexibility matrix, [Gr ], represents the contribution to the flexibility
matrix from modes outside the measured bandwidth. The residual flexibility matrix
is added to Equation 2.3 to provide the exact flexibility matrix given in Equation 2.7,
relating the measured modes and the residual flexibility:
[G] = [φ] [Λ]−1 [φ]T + [Gr ]

(2.7)

This technique estimates the unmeasured partition of the residual flexibility matrix
because only one column of the frequency response function matrix can be measured
for each modal excitation degree-of-freedom. While it does not add any new information into the residual flexibility, it does complete the reciprocity of the residual
flexibility matrix for use in the computation of measured flexibility. The inclusion of
the measured residual flexibility in the computation of the measured flexibility matrix
was found to yield a more accurate estimate of the static flexibility matrix [111, 112].
Use of the dynamically measured stiffness matrix is a variation of using the dynamically measured flexibility matrix. The dynamically measured stiffness matrix is
the pseudoinverse of the dynamically measured flexibility matrix (the dynamically
measured mass and damping matrices can also be computed, but are less common).
Damage localization was successfully estimated using direct comparison of these measured parameter matrices [113]. Another method proposes locating damage by solving
an “inverse connectivity” problem between the measured stiffness and mass matrices.
This method evaluates the change in impedance between two structural degrees-offreedom to estimate the level of damage in the connecting members [114].
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2.4.5

Methods Based on Updating Structural Model Parameters

Another class of damage identification methods is based on updating model matrices
to reproduce the measured static or dynamic response from the data. The updated
matrices (such as mass, stiffness, and damping) are solved with a constrained optimization problem based on the structural equations of motion, the nominal model,
and the measured data. Damage can be indicated and quantified based on comparisons of the updated matrices to the original correlated matrices. Some of the
algorithms used to solve the set of equations can be classified into the following categories: objective method to be minimized, constraints placed on the problem, and
numerical scheme used to implement the optimization problem.
The objective functions and constraints for the matrix update problem can vary
between several different physically based equations depending on the updating algorithm. The typical eigenvalue equation can be written as




(λui )2 [M u ] + (λui ) [C u ] + [K u ] {φu }i = {0}

(2.8)

where λui and {φu }i are the measured ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of the undamaged
structure for all measured modes and [M u ], [C u ], and [K u ] are the undamaged mass,


damping, and stiffness matrices. Substituting the damaged state eigenvalues λdi
n

and eigenvectors φd

o



i



to Equation 2.8 yields

λdi

2





[M u ] + λdi [C u ] + [K u ]

n

φd

o
i

= {E}i

(2.9)

where {E}i is defined as the “modal force error” or “residual force” for the ith mode
of the damaged structure. This modal force error vector represents the harmonic
force excitation that would result in the damaged mode shape when applied to the
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undamaged structure at the corresponding eigenfrequency [115]. Similar formulas
can be seen in Equations 2.10 and 2.11 when using modal matrices of the damaged
h

i h

i h

structure M d , C d , K d


λdi



i

2 h

2
λdi

or perturbation matrices ([∆M ] , [∆C] , [∆K]):
i



M d + λdi

[∆M ] +



λdi

h



i

h

Cd + Kd

i n

φd

o

φd

o

n

[∆C] + [∆K]

i

i

= {0}

(2.10)

= {E}i

(2.11)

where the perturbation matrices are defined as the difference between the undamaged
modal matrices and the damaged modal matrices as seen in Equations 2.12-2.14.
h

[∆M ] = [M u ] − M d
h

[∆C] = [C u ] − C d
h

i

i

[∆K] = [K u ] − K d

i

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

The modal force error can be used as both an objective function and a constraint,
depending on the method being used. Other constraints are typically based on the
matrices being used. Some of these constraints include preservation of the property
matrix symmetry (the transpose of the perturbation matrices being equal to the perturbation matrices), preservation of the property matrix sparcity (the zero/nonzero
pattern in the undamaged property matrices being the same as the pattern in the
damaged property matrices), and preservation of the property matrix positivity (the
transpose of any arbitrary vector times the perturbation of each property matrix
times the arbitrary vector being greater than or equal to zero).
Optimal matrix update methods are commonly used to refer to methods that use a
closed-form, direct solution to compute the damaged model matrices or perturbation
matrices [12]. This method typically formulates the problem as a Lagrange multiplier
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or penalty-based optimization problem shown in Equation 2.15:

min

∆M,∆C,∆K

{J (∆M, ∆C, ∆K) + λR (∆M, ∆C, ∆K)}

(2.15)

where J is the objective function, R is the constraint function, and λ is the Lagrange
multiplier or penalty constant. Much of the research using the Lagrange multiplier focuses on minimizing the norm of the property perturbations with various constraints.
Another class of matrix updating methods, the sensitivity-based update methods,
is based on the solution of a first-order Taylor series. These methods minimize an
error function of the matrix perturbations. The basic theory of these methods is
to iteratively determine a modified parameter vector based on the initial parameter
vector and a series of parameter perturbation vectors that update the parameter
vector being found. The parameter perturbation vector is typically computed from the
Newton-Raphson iteration problem for minimizing an error function, often selected
to be the modal force error mentioned in Equation 2.9. The various sensitivitybased update schemes have used many methods to estimate the sensitivity matrix.
While the specific methods will not be mentioned in this document, the methods use
either experimental or analytical quantities for the differentiation of either parameter
derivatives or matrix derivatives. A detailed list and classification of the specific
sensitivity-based update techniques can be found elsewhere [116] and will not be
provided here.
The design of a fictitious controller which would minimize the modal force error,
known as eigenstructure assignment, is another matrix update method. The obtained
controller gains are interpreted as parameter matrix perturbations to the undamaged
structure. An in-depth overview of the eigenstructure assignment technique providing
useful equations [117, 118] is not included since this method was not investigated in
this research.
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Additionally, some researchers have investigated hybrid matrix update methods.
These methods typically incorporate a combination of the aforementioned matrix
update methods (such as an optimal-update method and a sensitivity-based method
[119–122]) to obtain improved and or more efficient damage detection results.

2.4.6

Pattern Recognition

Collecting experimental data of known damaged and healthy states to train a statistical pattern recognition algorithm has become increasingly popular. One very popular
pattern recognition technique is using neural networks to estimate and predict both
the extent and location of damage in complex structures. Various texts [123–128]
provide additional information on pattern recognition, which will briefly be covered
in this section. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) trained by backpropagation will be the
focus of this section since it is the most common neural network used for pattern
recognition. This type of neural network is a system of cascaded sigmoid functions
where the outputs of one layer are multiplied by weights, summed, and then shifted
by a bias before being used as inputs to the next layer. The sigmoid function—
typically



1
1+exp(−a)



—enters the input for one layer as the variable a and feeds the

output into the next layer. The actual function represented by the neural network
is encoded by the weights and biases, which are adjusted by minimizing the error
between the predicted and measured outputs. Experimental or computational runs
are completed and entered as inputs to the MLP (if more adjustable weights exist
than experiments, the data can be repeatedly run through the training algorithm)
until a satisfactory error between the data and the neural network is obtained. After a
pattern recognition algorithm has been trained, it can then be tested (preferably with
data not used to train the algorithm) with input data to determine how accurate the
trained algorithm is at properly characterizing the healthy or damaged state of the
system. Pattern recognition techniques have been used to detect damage on a wide
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variety of structures, including stiffened plates [129], buildings [130–132], cantilever
beams [133], bridges [134], trusses [135–137], spring-mass systems [138, 139].
Damage states similar to what is completed in this research—fastener damage
for mechanically attached plates—has also been completed using statistical pattern
recognition [140–142]. This research gathers experimental data for a predefined number of classes, one healthy state and a varying number of damage states. The data
is broken down into two groups: training data and testing data. The training data
defines discriminant functions for each predefined class. Then, the testing data are
used to identify features that are input into the discriminant functions. The testing
data is then placed in the class that corresponds to the discriminant function with
the maximum value. This allows the test data to be placed in three main categories:
accurately predicting the class, missed detection, and false alarm.

2.4.7

Other Methods

A number of other vibration-based methods have been used for damage detection. A
few of these will be mentioned here, while a more-comprehensive list can be found
in vibration-based literature reviews [12, 14]. The random decrement technique uses
a response to take N averages with the same time length and initial displacement
and alternating positive and negative starting velocities. The advantage is that a
random input can be used since the effect of the initial velocities and response to the
excitation are greatly reduced due to the averaging. This leaves the response to the
initial displacement as a vibration decay curve to identify the resonant frequency of
the structure and its damping. One early use of the random decrement technique for
damage detection was able to detect damage without localization in a scale-model
offshore platform [143]. More recently, a random decrement showed the potential to
detect a real fatigue crack in a cantilever beam without needing to know the input
excitation [144]. Another technique developed a sensitivity formulation based on the
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change of the frequency response function at any point, not just near resonances or
anti-resonances. Many points are taken and used with a least squares fit to determine
changes in physical parameters. This method requires responses for both the healthy
and damaged structure in addition to a physical model that relates the damaged
parameter to a physical parameter [145].
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Chapter 3
Experimentation
This chapter focuses on the experimental analysis that is completed for validation of
a finite element model in the next chapter. The experimental analysis for validation
was conducted to obtain the low-order modes with three separate steps: a single
load-carrying plate without insulation, a single load-carrying plate with insulation,
and the entire assembly in the healthy state. After completion of the validation and
damage simulation with the validated model, additional experiments were conducted
for the assembly with some damaged states included to compare to the damaged finite
element model.

3.1

Experimental Setup

The TPS prototype investigated in this researh is composed of four carbon-carbon
load-carrying plates that each contain removable insulation blankets on their backside. This TPS prototype can be seen in Figures 3.1-3.3. Each load-carrying plate is
connected to the metallic backing structure with connecting brackets that are secured
with 12 bolts. The damage investigated later in this research attempts to localize
missing bolt(s) connecting a load-carrying plate to the backing structure. Since this
research investigated changes in the low-order modes of a system due to damage,
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Figure 3.1: Top View of Physical TPS
these results are obtained experimentally for validation of the finite element model
with uncertain composite material properties. In order to obtain the low-order modes
of the structure, the dynamic response must be captured. This is done with three
experimental setups: a single load-carrying plate without insulation (seen in Figure
3.4), a single load-carrying plate with insulation, and the entire TPS assembly with
four load-carrying plates, 33 connecting brackets, the metallic backing structure, and
all bolts being torqued to 25 in-lbs, which is the healthy state (seen in Figure 3.5).
For each experimental setup, the load-carrying plate or entire assembly is hung from
the top corner with a thin wire to provide a free-free boundary condition.
To approximate the low-order natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure, the low-frequency dynamics are obtained using an impulse hammer and an array
of accelerometers. The hammer and accelerometers were all made by PCB Piezotron-
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Figure 3.2: Back View of Load-Carrying Plate

Figure 3.3: Side View of Physical TPS

Figure 3.4: Experimental Layout of a Single Composite Plate
36

Figure 3.5: Experimental Layout of Entire TPS
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ics. The modally tuned impulse hammer is Model 086C03 with a Model 084B04
white plastic hammer tip with medium hardness. The impulse hammer used was
serial number SN 19418 and had a calibrated sensitivity of 9.536 mV/lbf with a maximum measurement range of ±500 lbf. The array of accelerometers was composed
of three Model 352C22 accelerometers. These are miniature, lightweight (approximately 0.5 gm), ceramic shear integrated circuit piezoelectric accelerometers with a
maximum measurement range of ±500 g. They have a ±5% margin of error and a
broadband resolution of 0.002 g rms from 1.0 to 10,000 Hz. The serial number and
calibrated sensitivities of the three accelerometers used are shown below:
• SN 38966: 9.872 mV/g
• SN 38979: 9.836 mV/g
• SN 38965: 9.721 mV/g
The array of accelerometers are moved about a predefined grid on the load-carrying
plates. For the entire assembly, the grid is an equally-spaced seven-by-seven grid (1.5
in-by-1.5 in) on each of the load-carrying plates. For the single-plate experiments, an
additional location is used closest to each of the plate edges (0.75 in from each edge)
that results in a nine-by-nine grid. The accelerometers are temporarily attached to
the plates at the predefined grid locations with a thin layer of wax.
Once the structure is hung in the free-free state and the accelerometers are attached at three of the predefined grid locations, the impulse hammer strikes the loadcarrying plate closest to the wire the structure is hanging from, approximately 2.25
inches and 3.75 inches from the edges of the top corner. This location was picked since
it is not in a symmetric plate bending mode and impulse locations farther away from
the hanging wire resulted in undesired double-hits. Spectral Dynamic’s SigLab software was used to obtain the frequency response function (FRF) between the impulse
hammer location and each of the three accelerometers. Each of the FRFs used Boxcar
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windowing and five averages to obtain the dynamic characteristics of the composite
plate from up to 2000 Hz. For each experimental instance, the impact location and
the free-free boundary conditions are the same; the only variation is in the location
of the accelerometers obtaining the FRFs.
After all of the FRFs were experimentally obtained, they were used to estimate
the low-order natural frequencies. Since FRFs are available at each of the sensing
locations, a single deterministic result for the natural frequencies is not available.
Instead, the natural frequencies are extracted from each of the FRFs to create a
distribution of the natural frequencies. For each of the frequency peaks of interest in
the FRF, a single degree-of-freedom curve fit (SDOFCF) technique is used to extract
the natural frequency. This takes the digital results and fits a curve to best fill in
the location surrounding the data points to obtain a more accurate estimation of the
natural frequency. SDOFCF was chosen since the low-order modes of the structure
were not closely grouped. If more modes were desired, a more complicated technique
would be needed since the symmetry of the structure would cause closely grouped
natural frequencies that SDOFCF would not be able to separate. Since each of the
natural frequencies have node locations associated with very low excitation, the grid
locations close to these unexcited areas are ignored for determining that natural
frequency from the experimental results. Each natural frequency has a corresponding
mode shape based on how the FRF varies throughout the composite plate. A mode
shape was approximated by taking the magnitude of the FRF at each location at
the frequency closest to the resonant frequency. This mode shape was used to ensure
that the natural frequencies obtained experimentally were similar to the mode shapes
obtained with the finite element model.
The first experimental setup isolates a single load-carrying plate without insulation. The plate is hung in a free-free state (Figure 3.4). For the first experimental
setup, the predefined nine-by-nine grid was created on the one-foot-by-one-foot flat
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face of a single ribbed C-C load-carrying plate without backing insulation. This provides 81 FRFs to be used for the low-frequency characterization of the composite
plate. Similarly, the second experimental setup uses the same boundary conditions,
impact location, and grid locations as the first experimental setup. The only difference between the two experimental setups is the addition of the insulation to the
load-carrying plate. This shows the damping and decrease in the natural frequencies
of the structure caused by the insulation.
The third experimental setup is of the entire four-plate structure. Each of the loadcarrying plates has the insulation included and is connected to the backing structure
with brackets at each of its 12 holes. The bolts connecting the load-carrying plates to
the brackets and the brackets to the backing structure are all in their healthy state.
The structure is hung in a free-free state from a hole drilled through the backing
structure (Figure 3.5). Accelerometer placement on the entire structure is an equally
spaced seven-by-seven grid on each of the four plates. This results in a total of 196
accelerometer locations for this experimental setup. The impulse hammer was once
again used to excite the system at the same location as the single plate experiments,
on the plate closest to the hole from which the structure is hung.

3.2

Healthy State Experimental Results

A sample FRF is shown for each of the three experimental setups in Figures 3.6-3.8.
Each figure shows the magnitude in dB on y-axis of the top plot and the phase in
degrees on the y-axis on the bottom plot. The x-axis ranges from 0 to 2000 Hz all
of the figures. All of the plots are for experimental data taken at the same location.
It is location 11 in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 since that corresponds to location 1 in Figure
3.8 since the single plate experimentation had more grid locations on each plate.
Figure 3.6 shows the first natural frequency being below 200 Hz and then a large gap
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Figure 3.6: FRF of a Load-Carrying Plate without Insulation at Location 11

Figure 3.7: FRF of a Load-Carrying Plate with Insulation at Location 11
before the next natural frequency around 1300 Hz. Figure 3.7 shows the first natural
frequency shifting to a lower value and the higher natural frequencies being damped
out due to the addition of the insulation. Figure 3.8 shows five natural frequencies
below 200 Hz, so all of the data above 200 Hz is not used in the validation process.
The first three natural frequency results for experimental setups one and three are
shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. These tables show the minimum, maximum, average, and
standard deviation of the natural frequency results obtained using the SDOFCF at the
grid locations. The small range and standard deviations for the results demonstrate
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Figure 3.8: FRF of the TPS Assembly at Location 1
Table 3.1: Natural Frequency Results for a Single Load-Carrying Plate without Insulation
Natural
Minimum Maximum Average
Standard
Frequency
(Hz)
(Hz)
(Hz)
Deviation (Hz)
1
192.670 193.982 193.258
0.393
2
1287.774 1296.526 1292.534
2.483
3
1326.239 1334.354 1329.871
2.322

good agreement between the experimentally obtained natural frequency values. The
average natural frequency values are used for model validation in Chapter 4.

3.3

Experimental Testing of Damaged Structure

After the research methodology of creating a finite element model, conducting experimental tests on the prototype in its healthy state, optimizing the model during
validation, and simulating damage with the validated finite element model for damTable 3.2: Natural Frequency Results for the TPS Assembly
Natural
Frequency
1
2
3

Minimum
(Hz)
129.201
147.242
152.095

Maximum
(Hz)
129.550
148.675
152.563
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Average
(Hz)
129.362
147.680
152.367

Standard
Deviation (Hz)
0.096
0.251
0.100

age detection was completed, additional experimental testing was performed. The
additional experimental results were collected in an alternating fashion between the
healthy state and a damaged state. Ten experimental tests were completed in the
following order:
• Healthy State #1
• Removing Bolt 10
• Healthy State #2
• Removing Bolt 11
• Healthy State #3
• Removing Bolt 1
• Healthy State #4
• Removing Bolt 3
• Removing Bolts 1 through 4
• Healthy State #5.
Before the first experimental test, each of the 48 bolts connecting the load-carrying
plates to the brackets were loosened and torqued to 25 in-lbs. Each of the damage states were experimentally completed by the removal of the specified bolt. The
healthy state would be taken after the removed bolt was returned and torqued to
25 in-lbs. The grid for this experimental testing used 48 sensor locations, the sensor
location closest to each of the fasteners from the previous 196 sensor location grid.
The data was collected with an array of three accelerometers shifted about the 48
locations. An impulse hammer excitation input at the same location as the previous experimental testing and the response of the accelerometers for each of the 16
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Table 3.3: Natural Frequency Change for Free-Free ABAQUS Model

EĂƚƵƌĂů
&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ

WĞƌĐĞŶƚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞĨƌŽŵ,ĞĂůƚŚǇ^ƚĂƚĞ
Žůƚϭ
Žůƚϯ
ŽůƚϭϬ
Žůƚϭϭ ŽůƚƐϭͲϰ
ϭ͘ϭϰй
ϯ͘ϱϰй
ϭ͘ϭϬй
Ϭ͘ϭϵй
ϮϬ͘ϱϳй
Ϭ͘ϳϰй
ϭ͘ϬϮй
ϭ͘ϯϭй
Ϭ͘ϰϮй
ϭϬ͘ϳϱй
ϭ͘ϰϱй
ϰ͘ϵϳй
ϭ͘ϴϱй
Ϭ͘ϯϯй
ϭϬ͘ϱϱй

accelerometer array placements were used to calculate the FRFs. The resonant frequencies from the healthy and damaged experimental tests can then be compared to
the finite element model to determine if the model accurately captures the damaged
states of the physical structure.
Fastener damage is expected to reduce the natural frequencies of the structure
since the change in boundary conditions results in a reduction of the structure’s stiffness. Since the experimental testing is completed with the entire structure hanging
in a free-free state, the fastener failure will have a much smaller influence on the
structural dynamics than if the structure was fixed at its edges. Since the damage
quantification completed in Chapter 6 used the validated finite element model with
fixed edges along the backing structure instead of the free-free state in which it was
validated, the damage cases being experimentally investigated were first completed
with the ABAQUS model with free-free boundary conditions. These results showed
very small reductions in natural frequencies for the first four damage states of a single
bolt being removed and a significant reduction in the fifth damage case where an edge
of bolts is removed. The largest reduction in any of the first three natural frequency
results from the finite element model for a single fastener failure is 4.97%. The edge
of bolts being removed was much easier to detect since each natural frequency was
reduced by over 10.0%. These results, shown in Table 3.3, demonstrate the difficulty
in detecting fastener failure when the structure is in a free-free state.
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The experimental testing demonstrated minimal error between the five separate
healthy states. The maximum difference between the average for all five healthy
state experimental results and each individual healthy state for each of the first three
natural frequencies were: 0.14%, 0.18%, and 0.20%. The natural frequency changes
for each of the first four damage states were well under 1.00% difference compared to
the experimental average from the healthy states. The fifth damage state, Damage
to Bolts 1 through 4, did result in an easily detected frequency shift. The percent
reductions of the damaged state natural frequencies are compared to the healthy state
average natural frequencies in Table 3.4. The negative values in the chart occur when
the damaged state has a natural frequency value that is higher than the healthy state
average natural frequency. Experimental results are compared to the finite element
analysis results in Table 3.5. Before comparing the natural frequency values to each
other, the MAC was calculated between the experimental and finite element model
mode shapes to ensure the resonant frequencies were capturing the same structural
phenomenon. The idealized finite element model being perfectly symmetric (and not
having insulation damping out some of the wave’s response) has symmetric mode
shapes while the experimental mode shapes are asymmetric. Despite the lack of
symmetry in experimentation, all of the mode shapes between the experimental and
model results were acceptably correlated, most of them above 0.85. A positive value
in Table 3.5 occurs when the experimental results are higher than the finite element
analysis results. All of the values are within 10%, except for the first natural frequency
between the Damage Bolts 1 through 4 State which is 11.11%. The results shown in
Tables 3.3-3.5 demonstrate the finite element model capturing the same trend of a
small reduction in the natural frequencies for the first four low-level damage states
and a significant decrease in the natural frequencies for the high-level damage state.
This demonstrates a reasonable agreement between the finite element model and the
physical TPS prototype.
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Table 3.4: Experimental Natural Frequency Change for Damage

WĞƌĐĞŶƚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞĨƌŽŵ,ĞĂůƚŚǇ^ƚĂƚĞ
EĂƚƵƌĂů
&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ ĂŵĂŐĞ ĂŵĂŐĞ ĂŵĂŐĞ ĂŵĂŐĞ ĂŵĂŐĞŽůƚƐϭ
Žůƚϭ
Žůƚϯ
ŽůƚϭϬ
Žůƚϭϭ
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚϰ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ

Ϭ͘Ϯϯй
Ϭ͘ϭϰй
Ϭ͘ϭϬй

ͲϬ͘Ϭϰй
ͲϬ͘Ϭϲй
Ϭ͘Ϭϴй

Ϭ͘Ϯϰй
Ϭ͘Ϯϲй
Ϭ͘ϱϱй

ͲϬ͘ϭϴй
Ϭ͘ϭϱй
Ϭ͘ϭϳй

ϭϱ͘ϳϴй
ϱ͘ϰϮй
ϯ͘ϯϬй

Table 3.5: Percent Difference between Experimental and Finite Element Analysis
Results

EĂƚƵƌĂů
&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ

3.4

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϱ͘ϳϭй
Ϭ͘ϬϬй
Ͳϯ͘Ϭϰй

ĂŵĂŐĞ ĂŵĂŐĞ
Žůƚϭ
Žůƚϯ
ϲ͘ϲϭй
Ϭ͘ϲϲй
Ͳϭ͘ϱϰй

ϵ͘ϭϮй
ϭ͘ϭϰй
Ϯ͘ϭϬй

ĂŵĂŐĞ
ŽůƚϭϬ
ϲ͘ϱϲй
ϭ͘ϭϮй
Ͳϭ͘ϲϬй

ĂŵĂŐĞ ĂŵĂŐĞŽůƚƐϭ
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚϰ
Žůƚϭϭ
ϲ͘ϭϬй
Ϭ͘ϯϰй
ͲϮ͘ϳϳй

ϭϭ͘ϭϭй
ϱ͘ϳϬй
ϰ͘ϳϴй

Summary

Experimental results were conducted on a TPS prototype to obtain the low-order
modes of the structure. The FRFs obtained with an impulse hammer and accelerometers were used with a SDOFCF to obtain the natural frequencies of the structure.
The natural frequency results calculated at each grid location demonstrated good
agreement with each other. The average results for the natural frequency values are
used for updating and validating a finite element model in Chapter 4.
Then, additional experimental tests were completed to investigate damaged states
as well as healthy states. The damaged states demonstrated similar small reductions
in the natural frequencies when a single bolt was removed and still demonstrated
good agreement with the finite element model results. While the frequency changes
due to structural damage in the free-free state would likely not be detectable, the
dynamic characteristics vary more significantly, and should be more detectable, when
the backing plate is fixed at its edges. Such changes are investigated through finite
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element model simulation in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Finite Element Model Validation
This chapter focuses on the creation of a new finite element model to capture the
physics of a TPS prototype. The finite element model is composed of composite
brackets connected to four composite load-carrying plates and to a metallic backing
structure with bolts. Since the composite materials in the structure do not have standard, textbook values, the material properties will be determined through validation
with based on results obtained from experimentation on the TPS prototype. This
will allow for the validated finite element model to be used to numerically analyze
damage states based on mode shape changes.

4.1

Model Creation

The three important factors in calculating frequency results using finite element analysis are geometry, boundary conditions, and material properties. The dimensions
of the geometry were taken directly from physical measurements of the composite
plates, brackets, and backing structure used during the experimental dynamic analysis. Digital calipers provided measurements within one-thousandth of an inch for
plate thicknesses; larger dimensions were measured with rulers within one-sixteenth
of an inch. For each length and thickness, the dimension was measured at multiple
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locations and averaged to reduce the amount of error that occurs due to slight geometric variations throughout the manufactured parts. Then, these precise measurements
were used to create a 3-D model using S4R elements (4-noded shell elements that use
reduced integration) in ABAQUS CAE [146]. These elements were chosen since the
parts’ relatively small thicknesses compared to their length and width. Therefore, the
model generated using ABAQUS CAE is geometrically very similar to the physical
plate, relatively efficient, and has minimal error due to the geometric properties.
Also, a mesh convergence study was completed to ensure that the mesh was properly refined for accuracy while keeping the time required for analyses to a minimum.
The mesh convergence study utilized identical geometry, material properties, element
types, and boundary conditions and varied only the number of nodes used to mesh
the plate. This mesh convergence study found that a single load-carrying plate with
5188 nodes had a maximum percent difference of 0.651% for the first five natural
frequencies compared to a mesh using 20,409 nodes. Since the maximum frequency
change is under 1% when the nodes were increased over 250%, the 5188 node mesh
is used in the future analyses. It shows good agreement with a much more highlyr
refined mesh while requiring significantly less computational time. Extending the
same mesh generation sizing to the entire assembly resulted in a finite element model
with 39,855 nodes and 36,104 elements.
The second important aspect of the finite element model is the boundary conditions. Since the experiments used free-free boundary conditions, no boundary conditions were imposed on the finite element model. This free-free finite element formulation provides six rigid body modes (corresponding to the three free translational
and three free rotational degrees of freedom) which occur at very low frequencies and
do not have any physical relevance to the verification process being completed. After
the rigid body modes, the finite element analysis outputs the numerically obtained
natural frequencies.
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Table 4.1: Carbon-Carbon Material Properties
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The third modeling aspect is material properties. Quasi-isotropic material properties were defined for the composite materials in the structure using ABAQUS’s linearly elastic lamina material model. The manufacturer of the composite plates and
brackets provided experimental data collected to determine the material properties.
The experimental data provided both an initial deterministic value (the experimental
average) and an acceptable range of values for the material properties for updating of the finite element model versus experimental results. These carbon-carbon
material properties can be seen in Table 4.1. The average values were used as the
starting point in the inverse optimization of the material properties with the upper
and lower boundaries being the maximum and minimum values. Since the material is
assumed to be quasi-isotropic, the Young’s modulus values are taken to be bounded
between 11.761 and 12.46 Msi with an initial value of 12.15 Msi. The insulation has
been modeled in ABAQUS as nonstructural mass distributed over the load-carrying
plates.
Three different finite element models were created to match the three aforementioned experimental setups. The first model incorporates a single load-carrying plate
without the nonstructural mass elements. The second adds nonstructural mass elements to the single load-carrying plate model to account for insulation effects. These
single load-carrying plate finite element models can be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
The third model includes the entire structure of four load-carrying plates, 33 brackets,
and the backing structure. All of the bolted locations are modeled using rigid body
elements that connect two separate parts. An unmeshed view of this finite element
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Figure 4.1: Front View of Single Finite Element Model Plate
model can be seen in Figure 4.3.

4.2

Model Updating Results

Since the finite element analysis captures lower frequencies with the most accuracy,
the first three natural frequencies will be of the most interest for this validation
process. The deterministic model allowed for material property updating for validation versus the obtained experimental results. The C-C material properties were
optimized within the bounds allowable from limited experimental results using the
Modified Method of Feasible Directions in VisualDOC [147]. The objective function
for the optimization problem was to minimize the sum of the differences between the
experimental and finite element analysis results for the first three natural frequencies,
as seen in Equation 4.1.

F (E, ν, ρ) =

q

2

(f1EXP − f1F EA ) +

q

2

(f2EXP − f2F EA ) +

Emin < E < Emax
νmin < ν < νmax
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q

(f3EXP − f3F EA )2 (4.1)

Figure 4.2: Back View of Single Finite Element Model Plate

Figure 4.3: Unmeshed Finite Element Model of Entire TPS
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ρmin < ρ < ρmax
The material properties converged to an optimum after 15 iterations. The optimized
material properties are shown in Table 4.2.The final version of the single load-carrying
plate finite element model showed very good agreement with the experimental results
(less than 1% difference versus the mean value for the first three natural frequencies)
for the free-free boundary condition case without insulation. After this case was
completed, the insulation mass was added to the finite element model and compared to
the first natural frequency obtained experimentally. Only the first natural frequency
was successfully obtained since the insulation damped out the higher modes. These
results are shown in Table 4.3.
After the single load-carrying plate finite element model was validated, the entire TPS finite element model was validated versus experimental results. The C-C
material properties obtained from the single load-carrying plate validation were used
for the composite plates in the assembly. The variables for this finite element model
were the material properties of the carbon/silicon carbide (C/SiC) composite brackets. The same method and objective function were used for updating bracket material
properties as was used for the load-carrying plate case. Natural frequency results for
the finite element model of the TPS assembly are shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.3: Experimental Validation of a Single Load-Carrying Plate


ǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂů
ǀĞƌĂŐĞ;,ǌͿ
ϭ;ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚŝŶƐƵůĂƚŝŽŶͿ
ϭϵϯ͘Ϯϲ
Ϯ;ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚŝŶƐƵůĂƚŝŽŶͿ
ϭϮϵϮ͘ϱ
ϯ;ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚŝŶƐƵůĂƚŝŽŶͿ
ϭϯϮϵ͘ϵ
ϭ;ǁŝƚŚ/ŶƐƵůĂƚŝŽŶͿ
ϭϴϬ͘Ϯϱ
EĂƚƵƌĂů&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ
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&;,ǌͿ
ϭϵϯ͘ϯϮ
ϭϮϴϮ͘ϲ
ϭϯϯϰ͘ϯ
ϭϴϬ͘ϲϭ

WĞƌĐĞŶƚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ
ĨŽƌ&
Ϭ͘Ϭϯй
Ϭ͘ϳϳй
Ϭ͘ϯϯй
Ϭ͘ϮϬй

Table 4.2: Optimized Carbon-Carbon Material Properties
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Table 4.4: Experimental Validation of the TPS Assembly

EĂƚƵƌĂů ǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂů
WĞƌĐĞŶƚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ
&;,ǌͿ
&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ ǀĞƌĂŐĞ;,ǌͿ
ĨŽƌ&
ϭ
ϭϮϵ͘ϯϲ
ϭϮϭ͘ϱϳ
ϲ͘ϬϮй
Ϯ
ϭϰϳ͘ϲϴ
ϭϰϳ͘Ϭϯ
Ϭ͘ϰϰй
ϯ
ϭϱϮ͘ϯϳ
ϭϱϲ͘Ϭϲ
Ϯ͘ϰϮй

4.3

Summary

A finite element model was developed to capture the physical characteristics of a
TPS prototype. The TPS was composed of composite parts with only approximate
material properties. The initial material property estimations provided reasonable
property values that could be improved upon by updating the unknown material
properties. After optimizing the material property inputs to the finite element model
based on experimental results, the single load-carrying plate had under a 1% difference
for the first three natural frequencies. The finite element model of the TPS assembly
captured the added complexity of the backing structure, brackets, and bolt locations.
The entire structural model agreed with the experimental results for the first three
mode shapes, with a maximum difference of 6.02%. These results validate that the
finite element model properly simulates the low-frequency dynamics of the TPS.
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Chapter 5
Damage Metrics
As mentioned earlier, this research focuses on detecting and localizing fastener failure
in a structure using changes in the mode shapes of the structure obtained from a
validated finite element model. Mode shape changes were chosen instead of natural
frequency changes since natural frequency values are more sensitive to environmental
changes, such as fluctuations in temperature. The existing parameters chosen for
investigation in this study—the modal assurance criterion (MAC) [74], partial modal
assurance criterion (PMAC) [74, 76] and the coordinate modal assurance criterion
(COMAC) [148, 149]—were chosen since they did not include derivative terms that
would require a large number of data points for high-accuracy results. Since the
MAC did not localize the damage and the COMAC could give varying results based
on how the modal vectors being used were normalized, the creation of alternative,
supplementary mode-based damage metrics was desired. This chapter focuses on the
formation of two new mode-based damage metrics for the detection of global damage
to a structure. The damage metrics created in this research—the normalized coordinate modal assurance criterion (NOCOMAC) and the normalized coordinate modal
assurance criterion summation (NOCOMACSUM)—attempt to improve damage localization using the same mode shape data as the MAC and COMAC.
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5.1

Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC)

The MAC provides a correlation between the mode shapes of interest. This comparison can be between experimental and finite element results for model validation or
between two separate finite element analyses/experimental results to demonstrate the
similarity between the mode shapes. The MAC between two separate cases of finite
elements (a healthy state and a damaged state) is used for the numerical damage detection. The formula for the MAC used in this instance is shown in Equation5.1 [74]:

M AC =

{φh }H {φd } {φh }H {φd }
{φh }H {φh } {φd }H {φd }

(5.1)

where {φd } is the normalized modal vector for the damaged finite element model,
{φh } is the normalized modal vector for the healthy finite element model, and {φ}H
is the complex conjugate transpose of the modal vector. The formulation of the MAC
results in values ranging from zero to one. For similar eigenvectors, the correlation
is high, so the MAC will be relatively close to one. For less similar eigenvectors, the
correlation is lower, so the MAC will be close to zero. Since the MAC is a correlation
between the global mode shapes, it is better at showing when damage is present than
at localizing damage. When comparing two series of modal vectors, one MAC is
calculated between each modal vector of each series. For example, if n modal vectors
exist for a damaged state and a healthy state, n2 MAC values are calculated. They
are typically output in a matrix with n rows and n columns.

5.2

Partial Modal Assurance Criterion (PMAC)

In addition to the standard MAC, the PMAC will be used to detect damage location.
The PMAC is calculated using the same formula as the MAC, but instead of utilizing
all of the points in the modal vectors, a reduced modal vector that correlates to
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specific portions of the structure is used; therefore, the PMAC demonstrates how
specific parts of the structure’s mode shape correlate to each other, rather than the
correlation of the entire structure [74, 76]. For this research, the PMAC regions
are chosen to aid in damage localization. Since identifying the plate containing the
damaged bolt(s) is desired, each of the load-carrying plates is separated into a region
for PMAC calculation. The region containing the lowest PMAC should be on the
load-carrying plate containing the damage.

5.3

Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC)

The COMAC attempts to measure which degrees-of-freedom contribute to a low
MAC. This is beneficial for damage detection since the degrees-of-freedom with a
high COMAC are likely to be located close to the damage. This method takes modal
vector pairs of interest between the two states and calculates a COMAC value for
each degree-of-freedom. Before calculating the COMAC, the MAC is computed for
the modal vectors of interest to ensure they are properly paired. The MAC values
are entered into a MAC matrix. If a mode switch occurs due to the presence of
damage, the damaged modal vectors must be renumbered to ensure they correspond
to the correct healthy modal vector. This modal vector renumbering is completed
by observing a matrix composed of the MAC between the modal vectors of interest.
When the off-diagonal terms of the MAC matrix between two modal vectors show
a much higher correlation between them than the diagonal terms do (which will be
discussed in the results and can be seen in Table 6.3), a mode switch has occurred.
This requires the modes to be renumbered (for example, modes 1, 2, 3, 4 become
modes 1, 3, 2, 4 due to a mode switch between the second and third modes) for proper
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calculation of the COMAC. The COMAC is calculated using Equation 5.2 [148, 149]:
P

COM AC (j) = P
l

l

(φh )jl (φd )∗jl

(φh )jl

2

P
l

2

(φd )jl

2

(5.2)

where (φh )jl and (φd )jl are the healthy and damaged modal vectors at degree-offreedom j and mode l, (φd )∗jl is the complex conjugate of the damaged modal vector,
and each summation is for l = 1 to L (the number of modal vectors being used in the
COMAC calculation).
The COMAC value will be between zero and one. COMAC values close to one
show the coordinate having a minimal negative effect on the MAC value for the
mode shapes used. Low COMAC values demonstrate the coordinate being a large
contributor to the lower MAC value for the mode shapes used. Before completing the
damage characterization, the damage levels and nodal locations must be determined
to enable the analyses and calculations. The damage levels have already been defined
for both the high-level and low-level damage cases. The nodal locations should be
chosen to allow for enough data points to properly show mode shape correlation
without choosing an unrealistic number of locations for comparison to experimental
results. Therefore, the computational damage assessment was completed with the
same equally-spaced seven-by-seven grid on each of the load-carrying plates used
during experimentation on the assembly, resulting in 196 node locations.

5.4

Normalized Coordinate Difference (NOCODIFF)

The NOCOMAC (nōcōmac) and NOCOMACSUM (nōcōmacsum) were created to improve damage localization using mode shape changes. The NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM investigate the differences between modal vector pairs based on different
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normalizations. Degrees-of-freedom that consistently result in the largest difference
between mode pairs are predicted to be close to the structural damage. While the
NOCOMAC retains only the location of the maximum difference for each normalization, the NOCOMACSUM retains data at each point for each normalization and
contains weighting factors to allow for user preferences to be included. The first
step to calculate the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM is computing the normalized
coordinate difference, or NOCODIFF (nōcōdif), vector for each degree-of-freedom n
and modal vector pair m. The NOCODIFF vector is calculated using Equation 5.3.

N OCODIF Fm,n =

v
u
u
t

(φd )m
(φh )m
−
(φh )mn (φd )mn

!2

(5.3)

Each healthy and damaged structure modal vector pair—(φh )m and (φd )m —are normalized at degree-of-freedom n to form a single NOCODIFF vector. This provides
m ∗ n NOCODIFF vectors to predict the damage location. The root of the square is
taken in Equation 5.3 for each element in the vector to ensure that the values in the
NOCODIFF vector are positive.

5.5

Normalized Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (NOCOMAC)

The methodology behind the calculation of the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM
from the healthy and damaged modal vectors is shown in Figure 5.1. Each NOCODIFF vector is normalized versus its largest magnitude term, which results in a range
from 0.0 to 1.0 for each value in the vector. The NOCOMAC begins with as an
one-by-n zero vector. The NOCOMAC is then calculated by adding 1 to the element in the NOCOMAC vector where the NOCODIFF vector has a maximum value
(the elements containing 1.0 after the NOCODIFF normalization). Each term in the
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart for NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM Calculation
one-by-n NOCOMAC vector will contain an integer value representing the number of
times that the term had the largest value in a NOCODIFF vector. A NOCOMAC
can be calculated for each individual healthy-damaged mode pair as well as for all of
the mode pairs together. The element in the NOCOMAC vector containing the highest value is predicted to be close to the damage since it corresponds to the location
consistently demonstrating the largest difference between the healthy and damaged
structure mode shapes.
The NOCOMAC provides an integer for the number of times each degree-offreedom demonstrated the largest difference between mode shapes. This allows each
element in the NOCOMAC vector to be converted to a percentage of times predicted
versus the total number of predicted damage locations. This can allow for a threshold
to be set depending on the number of false positive damage state predictions or missed
detection damage state predictions are desired. For example, if 16 of 40 total damage
prediction locations in a NOCOMAC vector occur at one degree-of-freedom, 40.0% of
the damage prediction locations occur at one location. This means that if a damage
threshold of 30% is set, the location containing 24 in the NOCOMAC vector would
predict damage since 40% is greater than 30%; however, if the damage threshold
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is set to 50%, the location would not predict damage since 40% is less than 50%.
A higher threshold increases the probability of missed detections (missing damage
present in the system) while a lower threshold increases the probability of false alarms
(predicting damage that is either not in the structure or at the wrong location).

5.6

Normalized Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion Summation (NOCOMACSUM)

The NOCOMACSUM is an 1-by-n weighted sum vector calculated with the normalized NOCODIFF vectors. It is calculated using Equation 5.4 where each NOCODIFF
has been normalized versus its largest term to ensure each value ranges from 0.0 to
1.0.

XX

N OCOM ACSU M =
m

wm wn
n

N OCODIF Fm,n
max (N OCODIF Fm,n )

!!

(5.4)

Two weight terms—the mode weight wm and the node weight wn —allow for user
knowledge to be input if some modes or nodes are deemed more significant than others.
If the user does not have specific insight to a problem, it is recommended that both
of the weight terms are set to one. The largest values in the NOCOMACSUM are
predicted to be close to the damage (as is the case with the NOCOMAC), but the
NOCOMACSUM vector contains real number values instead of the integer values in
the NOCOMAC.
While the NOCOMACSUM was independently developed, it shares some characteristics with the second half of the objective function that is optimized in model
tuning and utilized in sensor placement optimization. An objective function for model
tuning and sensor placement optimization can be seen in Equation 5.5 [150, 151]
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J=

p
P
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i=1

λi
−1
λ̄i
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q X
r
X



bij φij − φ¯ij

2

(5.5)

i=1 i=1

where the analytical eigenvalue for the ith mode is denoted as λi , φij denotes the
jth element of the ith eigenvector from the modal matrix Φ, the overbar indicates
an experimentally measured quantity, the positive coefficients ai and bij allow for
individual weightings, and the summation limits p, q, and r represent the number
of eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and elements of the eigenvectors chosen to be tuned.
Comparing the second half of Equation 5.5 with Equations 5.3 and 5.4 shows that
they both use positive weighting terms, bij versus wm and wn that allow the user
to weight some eigenvectors more than others if additional information is known.
They both take the square of the difference between the analytic (healthy) value
versus the measured (damaged) eigenvectors of interest to ensure positive results. The
differences occur since the NOCODIFF calculates a vector for each eigenvector pair
and degree-of-freedom used for the NOCOMACSUM calculation based on normalizing
both eigenvectors of interest at the desired degree-of-freedom before the square is
taken. Also, each element in the NOCODIFF has the square root taken after the
square so that the magnitude is not altered in ensuring the values in the vector
are positive. Finally, each NOCODIFF vector is normalized versus its maximum
value before its summation to ensure each element value is between 0.0 and 1.0.
This guarantees that each NOCODIFF vector is contributing the same amount and
prevents one NOCODIFF vector with a very large value from overshadowing other
NOCODIFF vectors when it is not wanted.

5.7

Six-Beam Element Demonstration Problem

The new damage metrics are first investigated for a six-beam element demonstration
problem created and analyzed using ABAQUS/CAE. The demonstration problem was
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Figure 5.2: Six-Beam Element Demonstration Problem
formulated to illustrate the method and calculations for obtaining the NOCOMAC
and NOCOMACSUM and not for high accuracy modeling of the problem. The model
consisting of six beam elements in a horizontal line in the xy-plane fixed at the ends
can be seen in Figure 5.2. The healthy state is fixed in all six degrees of freedom at
the left edge (Node 1) and the right edge (Node 7). The damaged state is fixed in all
six degrees-of-freedom at the left edge (Node 1) and free to rotate about the z-axis
at the right edge (Node 7). The change in the boundary condition was chosen since
it should cause noticeable changes to the low-order modes of the system to allow for
damage localization. The first five natural frequencies are used to calculate all of the
damage metrics in this problem. The first step in solving this problem is to calculate
the MAC matrix based on the first five healthy and damaged mode shapes.
Table 5.1 shows the displacement along the y-axis for the first five modal vectors
for the healthy and damaged states. Each column represents a modal vector corresponding to the natural frequency listed at the top of the column. These values are
used to calculate the MAC matrix seen in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 shows that while the
mode shapes between the healthy and damaged mode shapes are different, they are
still reasonably correlated. The first and fifth mode shapes have MAC values of 0.9433
and 0.9465 while the shaded second through fourth MAC values are lower (0.8832,
0.8658, and 0.8830). This demonstrates that none of the modes switch, and the first
and fifth mode shapes are correlated higher than the second, third, and fourth.
Table 5.3 shows the COMAC values for damage localization. The lowest values
of the COMAC predict damage location since these are the locations that contribute
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Table 5.1: Healthy and Damaged Modal Vectors


Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ



ϭ
Ϭ͘ϮϴϮϳ
Ϭ͘ϳϳϰϳ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϳϳϰϳ
Ϭ͘ϮϴϮϳ



Ϯ
Ϭ͘ϲϱϰϮ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ͳϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϲϱϰϮ

ϯ
ͲϬ͘ϵϱϮϰ
ͲϬ͘ϮϵϴϮ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϮϵϴϮ
ͲϬ͘ϵϱϮϰ

ϰ
Ͳϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϲϱϯϱ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϲϱϯϱ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

ϱ
Ϭ͘ϴϮϮϱ
ͲϬ͘ϵϰϱϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϵϰϱϯ
Ϭ͘ϴϮϮϱ

ϭ
Ϭ͘ϮϮϱϰ
Ϭ͘ϲϳϭϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϵϵϱϲ
Ϭ͘ϲϭϳϵ



Ϯ
Ϭ͘ϱϯϵϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϯϵϮϯ
ͲϬ͘ϲϱϭϮ
ͲϬ͘ϴϲϴϯ

ϯ
Ϭ͘ϴϵϯϱ
Ϭ͘ϱϲϯϮ
ͲϬ͘ϵϭϲϳ
ͲϬ͘Ϯϴϭϳ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

ϰ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϰϯϮϳ
ͲϬ͘ϯϵϮϯ
Ϭ͘ϵϮϯϵ
ͲϬ͘ϳϰϴϭ

ϱ
ͲϬ͘ϵϮϮϵ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϵϰϴϲ
Ϭ͘ϳϯϲϲ
ͲϬ͘ϰϬϭϵ

Table 5.2: MAC Matrix between Healthy and Damaged Modal Vectors


DŽĚĞ
ϭ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ Ϯϯ
ϰ
ϱ

ϭ
Ϭ͘ϵϰϯϯ
Ϭ͘Ϭϰϭϭ
Ϭ͘ϬϭϬϱ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϰϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϭϮ

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
Ϯ
ϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϱϮϰ Ϭ͘ϬϬϯϳ
Ϭ͘ϴϴϯϮ Ϭ͘Ϭϲϵϯ
Ϭ͘Ϭϰϲϭ Ϭ͘ϴϲϱϴ
Ϭ͘Ϭϭϰϰ Ϭ͘ϬϱϬϭ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϰϬ Ϭ͘ϬϭϭϮ

ϰ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϱ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϱϴ
Ϭ͘Ϭϳϯϲ
Ϭ͘ϴϴϯϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϯϳϬ

ϱ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϲ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϰϭ
Ϭ͘Ϭϰϴϳ
Ϭ͘ϵϰϲϱ

the most to the decreased MAC matrix diagonal. While the lowest value is accurately
predicted at Node 6 (closest to the actual damage location of Node 7), the value for
Node 4 is slightly higher than Node 6 (0.8979 versus 0.8711) and lower than Node 5
(0.8979 versus 0.9053). This would predict that the damage would be almost as likely
in the middle as it would be at the right edge.
The NOCODIFF in Table 5.4 shows how the normalization at each of the five
nodes for the first mode shape can predict different locations for the damage. The
maximum value in each column is shaded. Before calculation of the NOCOMAC and
NOCOMACSUM, each column is normalized versus its highest term, resulting in a
column range from 0.0 to 1.0 (shown in Table 5.5). The 1.0 values in each column
(which are shaded) demonstrate the location predicted for that node normalization
since it is the largest difference between the healthy and damaged first mode shape.
The components with a value of 1.0 in each column are extracted to form the NOCOMAC in Table 5.6. Normalization for Nodes 2 through 6 provides predicted damage
locations for Node 6, Node 6, Node 6, Node 3, and Node 4. This generates values of
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Table 5.3: COMAC Values for Damage Localization

EŽĚĞϮ EŽĚĞϯ EŽĚĞϰ EŽĚĞϱ EŽĚĞϲ
Ϭ͘ϵϵϬϰ Ϭ͘ϵϱϲϭ Ϭ͘ϴϵϳϵ Ϭ͘ϵϬϱϯ Ϭ͘ϴϳϭϭ
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Table 5.4: NOCODIFF Vectors for First Modal Vector Pair
ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞEŽƌŵĂůŝǌĞĚƚŽEŽĚĞ
Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ
Ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϮϵϭ
Ϭ͘Ϭϱϳϯ
Ϭ͘ϭϯϴϱ
Ϭ͘ϲϯϱϮ
ϯ Ϭ͘Ϯϯϳϵ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϭϬϯϰ
Ϭ͘ϯϮϱϳ
ϭ͘ϲϱϯϵ
EŽĚĞ ϰ Ϭ͘ϴϵϵϮ
Ϭ͘ϭϵϴϴ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘Ϯϴϲϰ
ϭ͘ϵϭϴϵ
ϱ ϭ͘ϲϳϲϳ
Ϭ͘ϰϴϯϭ
Ϭ͘ϮϮϬϵ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ϭ͘ϭϮϵϭ
ϲ ϭ͘ϳϰϭϯ
Ϭ͘ϱϱϱϱ
Ϭ͘ϯϯϱϮ
Ϭ͘Ϯϱϱϳ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Table 5.5: Normalized NOCODIFF Vectors for First Modal Vector Pair

   





Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ

Ϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϭϯϲϲ
Ϭ͘ϱϭϲϰ
Ϭ͘ϵϲϮϵ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

ϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϱϮϱ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϯϱϳϵ
Ϭ͘ϴϲϵϲ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

ϰ
Ϭ͘ϭϳϬϵ
Ϭ͘ϯϬϴϱ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϲϱϵϬ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

ϱ
Ϭ͘ϰϮϱϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϴϳϵϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϳϴϱϬ

ϲ
Ϭ͘ϯϯϭϬ
Ϭ͘ϴϲϭϵ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϱϴϴϰ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

one for Node 3, one for Node 4, and three for Node 6, in the first column in Table 5.6.
Therefore, the first mode predicts damage closest to Node 6. Table 5.6 demonstrates
how each modal vector pair individually contributes to the NOCOMAC along with
the total NOCOMAC from the summation of all mode pairs. The final column shows
the damage is predicted close to Node 6 since it contains 10 of the 27 values (37.0%
of the predicted locations). The values also decrease going away from Node 6, a trend
which shows a decreased prediction of damage moving towards the middle (Node 4)
and left edge (Node 2). There are six values for the NOCOMAC corresponding to
mode pairs 2 and 4, due to symmetry in the problem resulting in a NOCODIFF value
with equal maximum values at two nodes both being counted.
The NOCOMACSUM (seen in Table 5.7) was calculated with uniform weighting for both the modes and normalized nodes. The highest value in each column is
highlighted to show where that NOCOMACSUM vector predicts the damage to be
nearest. The results show that the damage with uniform weighting provided reasonable results where Node 5 and Node 6 had nearly identical values (15.74 and 15.73)
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Table 5.6: NOCOMAC for Damage at Node 7


EŽĚĞ

Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ

ϭ
Ϭ
ϭ
ϭ
Ϭ
ϯ

  
Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
Ϭ
Ϭ
ϭ
ϭ
ϭ
Ϭ
Ϭ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϭ
ϭ
Ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
Ϯ
Ϭ
ϭ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ

dŽƚĂů
Ϯ
ϯ
ϱ
ϳ
ϭϬ

Table 5.7: NOCOMACSUM for Damage at Node 7


EŽĚĞ

Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ

      !
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
dŽƚĂů
Ϭ͘ϵϳϵϳ
ϭ͘ϲϴϵϵ
Ϯ͘ϬϵϭϮ
Ϯ͘ϴϴϴϱ
Ϯ͘ϰϱϴϭ ϭϬ͘ϭϬϳϰ
Ϯ͘ϯϬϳϬ
Ϯ͘ϳϮϬϰ
ϭ͘ϴϵϮϮ
Ϯ͘Ϭϴϯϰ
Ϯ͘ϯϮϯϲ ϭϭ͘ϯϮϲϲ
Ϯ͘ϳϱϯϲ
ϯ͘ϰϲϳϯ
Ϯ͘ϮϰϮϭ
ϯ͘Ϯϴϵϴ
Ϯ͘ϬϮϭϴ ϭϯ͘ϳϳϰϱ
ϯ͘Ϭϳϵϵ
ϯ͘ϯϯϬϱ
ϯ͘ϴϲϵϯ
ϯ͘ϯϰϮϴ
Ϯ͘ϭϭϴϰ ϭϱ͘ϳϰϬϴ
ϯ͘ϳϴϱϬ
ϯ͘Ϭϯϴϲ
Ϯ͘ϮϰϬϮ
Ϯ͘ϴϭϳϭ
ϯ͘ϴϰϳϲ ϭϱ͘ϳϮϴϱ

that are over 10% higher than the values for Nodes 2-4, which accurately predicts
the damage to be close to Nodes 5 and 6. The uniform weighted NOCOMACSUM
predicts damage closest to the right edge and farthest away from the left edge while
the COMAC predicted damage at either the right edge or middle of the structure.
This demonstrates the potential for the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM to
successfully localize global structural damage. Both metrics showed maximum values
close to the damage located at Node 7, accurately predicting damage close to the
right edge of the structure. These metrics will now be used to investigate the fastener
failure damage of a TPS prototype.

5.8

Spring-Mass Demonstration Problem

After completing the six-beam element demonstration problem, the modal metrics
were investigated for a problem that was nonorthogonal in its healthy state. The
problem consists of four springs and four masses connected in series, as seen in Figure 5.3. The values for the healthy and damaged cases are shown in Table 5.8. The
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Ŭϭ

ŵϭ

ŬϮ

ǆϭ

Ŭϯ

ŵϮ
ǆϮ

ŵϯ

Ŭϰ

ǆϯ

ŵϰ
ǆϰ

Figure 5.3: Spring-Mass Demonstration Problem
Table 5.8: Mass and Stiffness Values for Spring-Mass Problem

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ
DĂƐƐ;ŬŐͿ ^ƚŝĨĨŶĞƐƐ;EͬŵͿ DĂƐƐ;ŬŐͿ ^ƚŝĨĨŶĞƐƐ;EͬŵͿ
ŵϭсϭϬϬ

ŬϭсϰϬϬϬ

ŵϭсϭϬϬ

ŬϭсϮϬϬϬ

ŵϯсϯϬϬ

ŬϯсϮϬϬϬ

ŵϯсϯϬϬ

ŬϯсϮϬϬϬ

ŵϮсϮϬϬ
ŵϰсϰϬϬ

ŬϮсϯϬϬϬ

ŵϮсϮϬϬ

ŬϰсϭϬϬϬ

ŵϰсϰϬϬ

ŬϮсϯϬϬϬ
ŬϰсϭϬϬϬ

damage in this system is introduced by halving the stiffness of the first spring. This
will result in changes to the first four eigen vectors of the system that will be investigated with the previously mentioned metrics.
First, the MAC matrix is calculated between the eigen vector of the healthy state
to check the orthogonality of the problem. This matrix is shown in Table 5.9. Since
the off-diagonal terms are non-zero, the healthy state is nonorthogonal. Then, the
MAC matrix between the healthy state and the damaged state is calculated and shown
in Table 5.10. The diagonal terms are all above 0.96, demonstrating good correlation
between eigen vectors of the healthy and damaged state. The four mode pairs in this
matrix will now be used to calculate the modal metrics for damage localization.
The first modal metric calculated is the COMAC. Since the mode pairs are all
highly correlated, the COMAC values are also close to one. Table 5.11 shows the COMAC values at each degree-of-freedom. The lowest value corresponds to the second
degree-of-freedom, which is not closest to the damage at the first spring. Therefore,
the COMAC does not properly localize the damage in this problem.
The NOCODIFF vectors are calculated for each of the 16 vector and degree-of69

Table 5.9: MAC Matrix between the Healthy State

ϭ

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ Ϯ
ŝŐĞŶ
sĞĐƚŽƌ ϯ
ϰ

ϭ

ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϯϲϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϵϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϮϵ

,ĞĂůƚŚǇŝŐĞŶsĞĐƚŽƌ
Ϯ
ϯ

ϰ

Ϭ͘ϬϯϲϬ

Ϭ͘ϬϬϵϯ

Ϭ͘ϬϬϮϵ

Ϭ͘Ϭϱϱϯ

ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

Ϭ͘Ϭϱϯϳ

ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘Ϭϭϰϯ

Ϭ͘Ϭϱϱϯ
Ϭ͘Ϭϱϯϳ

Ϭ͘Ϭϭϰϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

Table 5.10: MAC Matrix between the Healthy State and Damaged State

ĂŵĂŐĞĚ
ŝŐĞŶ
sĞĐƚŽƌ

ϭ

ϭ

Ϭ͘ϵϴϲϴ

ϯ

Ϭ͘ϬϬϯϳ

Ϯ
ϰ

,ĞĂůƚŚǇŝŐĞŶsĞĐƚŽƌ
Ϯ
ϯ

Ϭ͘Ϭϭϴϵ

Ϭ͘Ϭϳϱϴ

Ϭ͘ϬϮϴϴ

Ϭ͘Ϭϭϰϲ

Ϭ͘ϬϮϮ

Ϭ͘ϵϲϮϳ

Ϭ͘ϭϱϭϭ

Ϭ͘ϵϳϬϵ

Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϴ

ϰ

Ϭ͘ϬϬϯϵ

Ϭ͘ϭϮϴϯ
Ϭ͘Ϭϭϰϴ

Ϭ͘ϬϱϱϮ
Ϭ͘ϵϴϲϯ

freedom combinations. The NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM are then calculated
from the NOCODIFF vectors. The weighting terms for the NOCOMACSUM are
all one for this problem. The results for the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM are
shown in Tables 5.12 and 5.13. Both the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM have
their highest values for degree-of-freedom 1, which is closest to the damage at the
first spring. Both the NOCOMAC and the NOCOMACSUM have their greatest-toleast degrees-of-freedom going from 1 to 2 to 3 to 4, which accurately predicts damage
to be most likely close to degree-of-freedom 1 and far away from degree-of-freedom 4.
This demonstrates the capability of the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM to detect
damage in nonorthogonal systems.
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Table 5.11: COMAC Values between the Healthy State and Damaged State

ϭ

Ϭ͘ϵϳϯϯ

ĞŐƌĞĞͲŽĨͲ&ƌĞĞĚŽŵ
Ϯ
ϯ
Ϭ͘ϵϲϳϵ

Ϭ͘ϵϴϯϲ

ϰ

Ϭ͘ϵϵϲϴ
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Table 5.12: NOCOMAC Values between the Healthy State and Damaged State

ĞŐƌĞĞͲŽĨͲ
&ƌĞĞĚŽŵ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ

dŝŵĞƐ
WƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚ
ϳ
ϰ
ϯ
Ϯ
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WĞƌĐĞŶƚĂŐĞŽĨ
dŝŵĞƐWƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚ
ϰϯ͘ϳϱй
Ϯϱ͘ϬϬй
ϭϴ͘ϳϱй
ϭϮ͘ϱϬй

Table 5.13: NOCOMACSUM Values between the Healthy State and Damaged State

ϭ
ϵ͘ϯϱϰϴ

ĞŐƌĞĞͲŽĨͲ&ƌĞĞĚŽŵ
Ϯ
ϯ
ϳ͘ϯϬϵϱ
ϱ͘ϳϲϴϭ

ϰ
ϰ͘ϭϰϲ
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Chapter 6
Modal-based Damage Detection
Damage detection of the four plate carbon-carbon TPS has been computationally
performed. The finite element model used throughout the damage detection process
uses the geometry and material properties obtained during the finite element model
validation. However, the validated ABAQUS finite element model has fixed boundary
conditions along the edges of the backing structure to simulate how the actual backing
structure would behave on a flight vehicle. Since this research focuses on detecting
fastener damage in a structure, the sets of damage states for the problem must be
defined before damage characterization can be completed. This research arbitrarily
chose two damage sets: high-level damage and low-level damage. The high-level
damage set—composed of the four fasteners along one edge of a load-carrying plate
being removed—provides a scenario where the low-frequency dynamic changes should
allow for damage detection and localization to show the feasibility of the developed
methodology. Then, the low-level damage set—composed of a single fastener on
a load-carrying plate being removed—is investigated as a more difficult, real-world
case. The fasteners are modeled with rigid body elements and a damaged fastener is
simulated by removing the appropriate rigid body element. [152]
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ϰ ϯ Ϯ
ϱ
WůĂƚĞϭ
ϲ
ϳ ϴ ϵ
ϰϬ ϯϵ ϯϴ
ϰϭ
WůĂƚĞϰ
ϰϮ
ϰϯ ϰϰ ϰϱ

ϭ
ϭϮ
ϭϭ
ϭϬ
ϯϳ
ϰϴ
ϰϳ
ϰϲ

ϭϲ
ϭϳ
ϭϴ
ϭϵ
Ϯϴ
Ϯϵ
ϯϬ
ϯϭ

ϭϱ ϭϰ ϭϯ
Ϯϰ
WůĂƚĞϮ
Ϯϯ
ϮϬ Ϯϭ ϮϮ
Ϯϳ Ϯϲ Ϯϱ
ϯϲ
WůĂƚĞϯ
ϯϱ
ϯϮ ϯϯ ϯϰ

Figure 6.1: Numbering of Plates and Bolt Locations

6.1

Damage State Definition

The numbering of the plates and bolts follows the numbering pattern shown in Fig.
6.1. Figure 6.1 represents the physical TPS structure from its top view (as seen in Fig.
3.1). Each of the damage cases investigated in the high-level damage set consists of the
four bolts along one edge of a load-carrying plate to be severely damaged (for example,
removing Bolts 1, 2, 3, and 4 and removing Bolts 7, 8, 9, and 10 are each high-level
damage cases); this results in 16 damage states due to the geometry of the system.
Each low-level damage state consists of severe damage to an individual bolt connecting
a load-carrying plate to its supporting bracket, resulting in 48 damage states. As
mentioned earlier, the low-frequency dynamics were investigated due to changes in the
mode shapes for the first several natural frequencies. While the mode shape changes
were investigated up to the seventh natural frequency, the most significant changes
occurred for the second and third mode shapes. The modal vectors corresponding to
the first three natural frequencies are presented in this analysis since they sufficiently
allow for comparison between the metrics. The computational damage assessment was
completed with an equally-spaced, seven-by-seven grid on each of the load-carrying
plates that was used during the experimental validation process, resulting in 196 node
locations.
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Table 6.1: Healthy-Healthy MAC Matrix


DŽĚĞ
ϭ
,ĞĂůƚŚǇ Ϯϯ
ϰ
ϱ

ϭ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϮ
Ϭ͘ϳϭϴϬϴ

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
Ϯ
ϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϯ ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϰϳϯ Ϭ͘ϬϮϱϵϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϳϮ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϰϰ

ϰ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϮ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϰϳϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϮϱϵϬ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϭ

ϱ
Ϭ͘ϳϭϴϬϴ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϳϮ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϰϰ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϭ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ

The file-reading and data processing of the MAC were completed using MATLAB.
The mode shapes used to obtain these results were found using the finite element
model that was validated versus experimental results. First, the MAC is computed
using the same healthy finite element eigenvectors to observe the differences between
the first five mode shapes. Using the same eigenvectors for the MAC calculation
results in a symmetric matrix where the main diagonal is 1.0 and off-diagonal terms
expected to be close to zero. The off-diagonal terms in this MAC matrix demonstrate
how similar the eigenvectors are to each other for the limited number of degrees-offreedom used. For example, since the terms corresponding to the correlation between
the first and fifth eigenvectors in the healthy-healthy MAC is 0.71808, these eigenvectors are fairly similar at the selected nodes for the limited number of node locations
used. This healthy-healthy MAC is shown in Table 6.1. There are two main ways to
detect damage using MAC: large reductions in the magnitude of one or more terms
along the main diagonal and large terms appearing in off-diagonal locations which
are small in the healthy-healthy MAC seen in Table 6.1. These two damage detection
cases will be referred to as diagonal MAC reduction and mode switching. The diagonal MAC reduction represents a case where the mode shape has significantly changed
from the healthy state.
For this case, a main-diagonal term reduced below 0.700 from an expected value
above 0.900 will be the damage threshold. The unexpected off-diagonal large terms
arises due to mode switching introduced by the damage. In mode switching, the order
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of the mode shapes is not the same for the healthy and damaged cases. This occurs
since the damage causes the natural frequency corresponding to one mode shape to
shift to a value lower than that of another natural frequency of the structure. This
research encounters some damage states that cause the third healthy mode shape
to be excited before the second healthy mode shape; thus, a mode switch between
modes two and three occurs in this example. In this investigation, four methods can
be used to localize the damage: a two-tiered MAC/PMAC approach, the COMAC,
the NOCOMAC, and the NOCOMACSUM. The two-tiered MAC/PMAC approach
uses diagonal reduction and mode switching in the MAC to detect damage, and the
four separate PMAC matrices (calculated with 49 nodal locations for each individual
plate) to localize the damage to the plate based on the PMAC with the lowest modal
correlation. The COMAC provides a value for the contribution to a low MAC value
for each degree of freedom. Low COMAC values are predicted to be close to the damage and are shown graphically in the blue values of COMAC plots. The NOCOMAC
provides one damage location prediction for each mode shape and nodal location used
(588 predictions when using three mode shapes and 196 nodes). The nodal location
with the most predictions should be close to the damage. The NOCOMACSUM
provides a value for each nodal location based on a weighted summation of the values obtained from each mode-node NOCODIFF vector as mentioned in Chapter 5.
The areas with the highest NOCOMACSUM values are predicted to be close to the
damage.

6.2

High-level Damage Results

The high-level damage is more severe than the low-level damage; therefore, detecting
this damage is investigated first to demonstrate the two-tiered MAC/PMAC theory
being used. The defined damage case of each edge consisting of four bolts being si-
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Table 6.2: MAC Matrix for Damaged Bolts 4-7


DŽĚĞ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ ϭ
ŽůƚƐϰͲϳ Ϯ
ϯ

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
Ϭ͘ϵϴϵϳϮ Ϭ͘ϬϬϮϴϳ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϲϮ Ϭ͘ϱϴϯϲϮ Ϭ͘ϬϬϭϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϭϯϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϯϲϭ Ϭ͘ϵϴϳϬϵ

multaneously damaged representing one damaged state resulted in 16 damaged states
and one healthy state. These 17 states were all analyzed using ABAQUS. Each of the
high-level damage states were detectable using the MAC for the first three healthy
and damaged mode shapes. Eight of the damage states were detectable due to diagonal MAC reduction while the other eight were the result of a combined mode
switching and MAC reduction.
A MAC matrix representing diagonal MAC reduction due to damage of Bolts
4, 5, 6, and 7 is shown in Table 6.2. Since the MAC between healthy and damaged
eigenvector two is only 0.58362, this shows a significant change between healthy mode
shape 2 and damaged mode shape 2. This can visually be seen in Figure 6.2. The
reduction in stiffness along the edge containing Bolts 4-7 have a much larger magnitude in the damaged state than they had in the healthy state. This causes the easily
detectable change in the MAC.
Similarly, a MAC matrix demonstrating mode switching and MAC reduction can
be seen due to damage to Bolts 7, 8, 9, and 10 in Table 6.3. Since the value of
0.98657 corresponds to healthy mode shape 2 and damaged mode shape 3 (and a
MAC reduced 0.55899 between healthy mode shape 3 and damaged mode shape 2),
this means that mode shapes 2 and 3 switched due to the damage. The mode shapes
for these cases are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Figure 6.3 shows how the healthy
mode shape 3 corresponds to the damaged mode shape 2. Similarly, Figure 6.4 shows
how the healthy mode shape 2 corresponds to the damaged mode shape 3.
After completing successful damage detection, damage localization was performed
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Figure 6.2: Healthy Mode Shape 2 and Damaged Bolts 4-7 Mode Shape 2

Table 6.3: MAC Matrix for Damaged Bolts 7-10



,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
DŽĚĞ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ ϭ Ϭ͘ϵϵϯϵϴ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϲϭ Ϭ͘ϬϬϭϳ
ŽůƚƐϳͲϭϬ Ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϮϲϯϵ Ϭ͘Ϭϳϰϯϵ Ϭ͘ϱϱϴϵϵ
ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϭϳϱ Ϭ͘ϵϴϲϱϳ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϴϲ

Figure 6.3: Healthy Mode Shape 3 and Damaged Bolts 7-10 Mode Shape 2
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Figure 6.4: Healthy Mode Shape 2 and Damaged Bolts 7-10 Mode Shape 3
Table 6.4: Load-Carrying Plate PMAC Matrices for Damaged Bolts 4-7

WůĂƚĞϭ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
DŽĚĞ ϭ Ϯ ϯ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ ϭ Ϭ͘ϵϳϯ Ϭ͘ϴϱϯ Ϭ͘ϱϲϬ
ŽůƚƐϰͲϳ Ϯ Ϭ͘ϮϮϵ Ϭ͘ϳϬϱ Ϭ͘ϭϰϯ
ϯ Ϭ͘ϱϯϰ Ϭ͘Ϯϵϱ Ϭ͘ϵϴϰ



WůĂƚĞϮ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ Ϯ ϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϲϵϲ Ϭ͘ϳϬϵ
Ϭ͘ϵϰϲ Ϭ͘ϴϰϳ Ϭ͘ϳϰϬ
Ϭ͘ϲϰϴ Ϭ͘ϯϭϰ Ϭ͘ϵϵϭ

WůĂƚĞϯ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ Ϯ ϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϳϲϴ Ϭ͘ϱϵϱ
Ϭ͘ϴϴϵ Ϭ͘ϵϲϳ Ϭ͘ϯϵϳ
Ϭ͘ϲϲϵ Ϭ͘ϰϲϬ Ϭ͘ϵϵϭ

WůĂƚĞϰ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ Ϯ ϯ
Ϭ͘ϵϵϵ Ϭ͘ϲϴϭ Ϭ͘ϲϲϮ
Ϭ͘ϰϳϬ Ϭ͘ϵϱϭ Ϭ͘Ϯϭϭ
Ϭ͘ϲϯϯ Ϭ͘ϯϭϯ Ϭ͘ϵϵϳ

by calculating the PMAC for each individual load-carrying plate. As Figures 6.2 and
6.3 show, the load-carrying plate with the damaged bolts shows a significant change
in mode shape from the corresponding healthy mode shape. Looking at the three-bythree PMAC matrices for each of the four plates allowed for damage localization to
be made for which load-carrying plate contained the damaged bolts. The three-bythree PMAC matrix for the damaged plate contains the diagonal (or off-diagonal, if
mode switching is present) term with the lowest magnitude. For the aforementioned
damage case to Bolts 4-7, the four three-by-three PMAC matrices are presented in
Table 6.4.
Since the MAC for the damaged Bolts 4-7 case demonstrated a reduction in the
correlation between healthy and damaged mode shape 2, the four PMAC corresponding to this mode shape comparison should isolate the damage to a specific plate. As
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Table 6.5: Load-Carrying Plate PMAC Matrices for Damaged Bolts 7-10

WůĂƚĞϭ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
DŽĚĞ ϭ Ϯ ϯ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ ϭ Ϭ͘ϵϵϵ Ϭ͘ϳϰϬ Ϭ͘ϱϱϴ
ŽůƚƐϳͲϭϬ Ϯ Ϭ͘ϵϱϱ Ϭ͘ϴϴϲ Ϭ͘ϱϬϲ
ϯ Ϭ͘ϲϭϮ Ϭ͘ϵϳϳ Ϭ͘ϯϬϲ



WůĂƚĞϮ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ Ϯ ϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϲϴϭ Ϭ͘ϳϮϳ
Ϭ͘ϲϭϵ Ϭ͘ϮϱϮ Ϭ͘ϵϲϴ
Ϭ͘ϳϮϴ Ϭ͘ϵϵϴ Ϭ͘ϰϭϴ

WůĂƚĞϯ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ Ϯ ϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϳϳϮ Ϭ͘ϱϴϰ
Ϭ͘ϳϱϵ Ϭ͘ϰϲϰ Ϭ͘ϵϲϭ
Ϭ͘ϴϮϬ Ϭ͘ϵϵϲ Ϭ͘ϰϭϬ

WůĂƚĞϰ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ Ϯ
ϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϲϱϬ Ϭ͘ϲϳϮ
Ϭ͘ϵϯϰ Ϭ͘ϲϴϭ Ϭ͘ϴϱϭ
Ϭ͘ϱϵϬ Ϭ͘ϵϵϯ Ϭ͘Ϯϴϴ

the shaded cells demonstrate, the 0.705 observed in Plate 1 is significantly less than
the other three PMAC (0.847, 0.967, and 0.951) between healthy and damaged mode
shape 2. Since Bolts 4-7 attach to Plate 1, the damage is correct in localizing the
damage to Plate 1.
For the other high-level damage state that has been presented, this same method
can be used to localize the damage. The four three-by-three PMAC matrices used to
localize the damage to Bolts 7-10 are shown in Table 6.5. Since this instance showed
a mode switch between mode shapes 2 and 3 and a reduction in the MAC between
healthy mode shape 3 and damaged mode shape 2, this portion of the PMAC matrices
is the focus for damage localization. Looking at the shaded values shows that this
value is 0.968, 0.961, and 0.851 for plates 2, 3, and 4, but a much smaller 0.506 for
Plate 1. Once again, the damage localization has successfully been accomplished for
the high-level damage state being investigated. In fact, each of the 16 investigated
high-level damage states was correctly localized using the two-tiered MAC/PMAC
system.
After the high-level damage localization was successfully completed using the twotiered MAC/PMAC system, the COMAC was calculated to investigate if the damage
could be further localized to the correct edge within the damaged plate. Since the
COMAC calculation creates one COMAC value for each coordinate used in the MAC
calculations (196 values for the fourteen-by-fourteen grid being used), the COMAC
results will be presented graphically to efficiently show the results. The COMAC
was not successful in localizing the high-level damage to the correct damaged bolt
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Figure 6.5: COMAC Plot for Damaged Bolts 4-7
edge for 13 of the 16 damage states. For the other three damage states, the COMAC
showed its lowest values on a line corresponding to the coordinate locations closest
to the edge of damaged bolts, successfully localizing the damage. The lowest values
of the COMAC are shown in blue in the contour plots and are circled in Figures 6.5
and 6.6. Also, the damaged bolts in the COMAC plots are shown as yellow circles
outlined in black. Figure 6.5 shows the COMAC failing to localize the damage state
for damaged Bolts 4-7. The lowest values (expected to correspond to the damaged
bolt area) are shown in blue and roughly dispersed along the right side, instead of
along the top left vertical edge corresponding to the coordinates closest to Bolts 4-7.
Figure 6.6 shows the successful damage localization for the state where Bolts 7-10
are damaged. It is clearly shown that the circled lowest values are along the line of
coordinates closest to Bolts 7-10.
Next, the NOCOMAC and the NOCOMACSUM are implemented to investigate
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Figure 6.6: COMAC Plot for Damaged Bolts 7-10
their capability to localize the high-level damage to the correct plate edge. The
following variables are used for the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM calculations:
number of nodes used, number of modes used, node weighting, and mode weighting.
Both the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM are calculated with three separate numbers of nodes—196, 64, and 48—and two separate numbers of modes—three modes
and five modes. Different numbers of nodes and modes are used to determine how
varying the number of nodes and modes influence the damage detection results. Figures 6.7-6.9 show the numbering of the nodal locations and bolt locations used for
the damage states being investigated. The bolt numbering for each of the instances
is identical—beginning at the top right corner for each plate and increasing in the
counterclockwise direction. The bolt numbering is from B1-B48 where B1 is the abbreviation for Bolt 1. The numbers (1-196) represent the node locations used for
the NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM damage metrics. The nodal locations in the
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Figure 6.7: Bolt and Nodal Location Layout for 196 Nodes Used
reduced node location cases (Figures 6.8 and 6.9) use a portion of the same nodes as
the 196 node case (Figure 6.7). For example, Node 70 in Figure 6.7 is the same as
Node 24 in Figure 6.8 and Node 16 in Figure 6.9.
Additionally, the NOCOMACSUM was calculated with nine different weighting
combinations to discover how these variables influence the NOCOMACSUM damage
prediction. The node and mode weights are shown in Table 6.6. The three modal
weights used are uniform, the MAC values, and the inverse of the MAC values. The
mode weights using the MAC correspond to the MAC values of each correlated mode
pair for between the healthy and damaged state. The mode weight using the inverse
of the MAC values is equal to one divided by the MAC values of each correlated
mode pair between the healthy and damaged state. The three nodal weights used are
uniform (1.0 for all nodes), the edge node weights being twice the inner node weights
(edge nodes equal to 1.0 with inner nodes equal to 0.5), and the edge node weights
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Figure 6.8: Bolt and Nodal Location Layout for 64 Nodes
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Figure 6.9: Bolt and Nodal Location Layout for 48 Nodes
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Table 6.6: Weighting Combinations for the NOCOMACSUM

hŶŝĨŽƌŵ;hͿ
DŽĚĂůtĞŝŐŚƚ
D;DͿ
;ǁŵͿ
/ŶǀĞƌƐĞD;/Ϳ

EŽĚĂůtĞŝŐŚƚ;ǁŶͿ
ĚŐĞсϭ͕
ĚŐĞсϬ͘ϱ͕
hŶŝĨŽƌŵ;hͿ
/ŶŶĞƌсϬ͘ϱ;Ϳ /ŶŶĞƌсϭ;/Ϳ
hͬh
hͬ
hͬ/
Dͬh
Dͬ
Dͬ/
/ͬh
/ͬ
/ͬ/

being half the inner node weights (edge nodes equal to 0.5 with inner nodes equal to
1.0).
Since the NOCOMAC results in one nodal location for each node normalization
and each mode shape, the NOCOMAC can be deemed accurate for high-level damage
for each instance where the predicted node lies along the edge containing the damage
and inaccurate for each instance where the predicted node does not lie along the edge
containing the damage. This combination results in the three-mode NOCOMAC with
588, 192, and 144 predicted locations for the three levels of number of nodes used
(196, 64, and 48). Similarly, the five-mode NOCOMAC results have 980, 320, and
240 predicted locations for the three node levels. The NOCOMAC results for the
high-level damage are shown in Table 6.7. The damaged states each correspond to a
high-level damage state on the edge of failed fasteners (damage state 1 is damaged
bolts 1-4, damage state 2 is damaged bolts 4-7, etc.). Table 6.7 shows the damage
state and the percentage of accurate node predictions for both three-modes and fivemode cases for each of the three nodal levels (196, 64, and 48).
All of the 16 high-level damage states are successfully localized to the proper edge
for the high-level damage. While an exact percentage for localizing a damage state is
in the judgment of the user, any percentage of accurate node predictions above 30.0%
is deemed successful for this high-level damage. The lowest percentage of accurate
predictions was 55.6% for damage state 12 with three modes and 48 nodes used. This
demonstrates how highly accurate and consistent this method can be for large global
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Table 6.7: NOCOMAC Accuracy for High-level Damage

ĂŵĂŐĞ
^ƚĂƚĞ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ
ϳ
ϴ
ϵ
ϭϬ
ϭϭ
ϭϮ
ϭϯ
ϭϰ
ϭϱ
ϭϲ

ϭϵϲEŽĚĞƐ
йϯ
йϱ
ŵŽĚĞƐ ŵŽĚĞƐ
ϴϱ͘Ϭй
ϴϬ͘ϯй
ϴϲ͘ϲй
ϳϰ͘ϴй
ϲϵ͘ϰй
ϴϰ͘Ϯй
ϳϯ͘ϯй
ϴϯ͘ϴй
ϴϳ͘ϲй
ϳϭ͘ϯй
ϴϮ͘ϳй
ϱϳ͘Ϭй
ϳϱ͘ϱй
ϳϵ͘ϭй
ϳϴ͘ϰй
ϴϱ͘ϰй

ϳϴ͘ϳй
ϳϱ͘ϵй
ϴϰ͘ϱй
ϳϳ͘ϴй
ϲϵ͘Ϭй
ϴϮ͘ϯй
ϳϱ͘ϰй
ϳϳ͘ϴй
ϴϯ͘ϵй
ϳϰ͘ϲй
ϳϲ͘ϵй
ϲϭ͘ϲй
ϳϴ͘ϴй
ϳϰ͘ϳй
ϳϰ͘ϱй
ϴϰ͘ϭй

ϲϰEŽĚĞƐ
йϯ
йϱ
ŵŽĚĞƐ ŵŽĚĞƐ
ϴϰ͘ϰй
ϳϵ͘Ϯй
ϴϰ͘ϰй
ϳϲ͘Ϭй
ϲϵ͘ϯй
ϴϰ͘ϰй
ϳϱ͘Ϭй
ϴϮ͘ϯй
ϴϳ͘Ϭй
ϳϮ͘ϰй
ϴϬ͘Ϯй
ϱϲ͘ϯй
ϳϱ͘Ϭй
ϳϲ͘Ϭй
ϳϳ͘ϲй
ϴϮ͘ϴй
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ϳϴ͘ϰй
ϳϲ͘ϯй
ϴϯ͘ϰй
ϳϵ͘ϭй
ϲϵ͘ϭй
ϴϯ͘ϭй
ϳϳ͘ϱй
ϳϴ͘ϴй
ϴϯ͘ϰй
ϳϱ͘ϲй
ϳϲ͘ϯй
ϲϮ͘ϴй
ϳϴ͘ϰй
ϳϯ͘ϭй
ϳϯ͘ϰй
ϴϮ͘ϴй

ϰϴEŽĚĞƐ
йϯ
йϱ
ŵŽĚĞƐ ŵŽĚĞƐ
ϴϮ͘ϲй
ϳϳ͘ϭй
ϴϯ͘ϯй
ϳϳ͘ϴй
ϲϵ͘ϰй
ϴϯ͘ϯй
ϳϲ͘ϰй
ϳϵ͘ϵй
ϴϲ͘ϴй
ϳϯ͘ϲй
ϳϳ͘ϴй
ϱϱ͘ϲй
ϳϰ͘ϯй
ϳϯ͘ϲй
ϳϱ͘ϳй
ϴϭ͘ϯй

ϳϲ͘ϳй
ϳϰ͘ϲй
ϴϮ͘ϵй
ϴϬ͘ϰй
ϳϬ͘ϰй
ϴϮ͘ϱй
ϳϴ͘ϴй
ϳϳ͘ϱй
ϴϯ͘ϴй
ϳϲ͘ϯй
ϳϲ͘ϯй
ϲϮ͘ϵй
ϳϴ͘ϯй
ϳϮ͘ϭй
ϳϭ͘ϳй
ϴϮ͘ϱй

damage.
Next, the results between the three node levels (196, 64, and 48) and the two mode
levels (three and five) are analyzed to determine which set has more accurate damage
localizations. The three-mode NOCOMAC results show a slightly greater percentage
of accurate predictions than the five-mode NOCOMAC results (78.0% versus 76.9%).
The combined three-mode and five-mode results show the best results when using
196 nodes and the worst results when using 48 nodes. The accuracy percentages for
the three nodal levels are: 77.5% for 196 nodes, 77.2% for 64 nodes, and 76.7% for
48 nodes. This demonstrates the slight predictive trends of more nodes and fewer
modes being used resulting in improved damage localization for high-level damage.
Since the first three modes show the most significant changes between the healthy
and damaged states, the three-mode results having better damage localization results
than the five-mode results makes sense. The overall differences between each of
the investigated cases showed minimal changes in the overall percentage of accurate
damage prediction locations, which demonstrates the NOCOMAC being relatively
insensitive to the number of nodes and modes used in this damage quantification
problem.
The second damage metric, the NOCOMACSUM, was then calculated for the
high-level damage with uniform node and mode weights. This provides a vector
composed of a value for each node used in the formulation of the NOCODIFF and
NOCOMAC. The location corresponding to the node containing the greatest value
in the NOCOMACSUM vector is predicted to be closest to the damage (in this case
the predicted node should lie along the edge closest to the damage). The predicted
nodes are shown in Table 6.8 for the three node levels used. The nodes predicted
when using both three modes and five modes all result in the node predicted to be
accurate for each of the three node levels used. While the exact location of the damage
along the edge varied slightly, all of the NOCOMACSUM locations did accurately
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Table 6.8: NOCOMACSUM Predicted Node Location for High-level Damage

ϭϵϲEŽĚĞƐ
ĂŵĂŐĞ
^ƚĂƚĞ
ϯŵŽĚĞƐ ϱŵŽĚĞƐ
ϭ
ϵϴ
ϵϴ
Ϯ
ϴ
ϵ
ϯ
ϵϮ
ϴ
ϰ
ϵϯ
ϵϳ
ϱ
ϭϭϮ
ϭϴϮ
ϲ
ϭϬϳ
ϭϭϮ
ϳ
ϭϮϬ
ϭϰϴ
ϴ
ϭϵϬ
ϭϵϭ
ϵ
ϭϬϱ
ϭϴϵ
ϭϬ
ϭϬϱ
ϭϬϭ
ϭϭ
ϵϵ
ϭϭϯ
ϭϮ
ϭϴϵ
ϭϴϴ
ϭϯ
ϳϳ
ϳ
ϭϰ
ϳ
ϲ
ϭϱ
ϴϱ
ϭ
ϭϲ
ϵϭ
ϴϱ

ϲϰEŽĚĞƐ
ϯŵŽĚĞƐ ϱŵŽĚĞƐ
ϯϮ
ϯϮ
ϱ
ϱ
Ϯϵ
ϱ
Ϯϵ
ϯϭ
ϰϬ
ϱϲ
ϯϴ
ϰϬ
ϯϳ
ϱϯ
ϲϭ
ϲϭ
ϯϲ
ϲϬ
ϯϲ
ϯϰ
ϯϯ
ϰϭ
ϲϬ
ϱϵ
Ϯϴ
ϰ
ϰ
ϯ
Ϯϱ
ϭ
Ϯϴ
Ϯϱ

ϰϴEŽĚĞƐ
ϯŵŽĚĞƐ ϱŵŽĚĞƐ
Ϯϰ
Ϯϰ
ϱ
ϱ
Ϯϭ
ϱ
Ϯϭ
Ϯϯ
ϯϮ
ϰϬ
ϯϬ
ϯϮ
Ϯϵ
ϯϵ
ϰϱ
ϰϱ
Ϯϴ
ϰϰ
Ϯϴ
Ϯϲ
Ϯϱ
ϯϯ
ϰϰ
ϰϯ
ϮϬ
ϰ
ϰ
ϯ
ϭϳ
ϭ
ϮϬ
ϭϳ

lie along the damaged edge. Since the NOCOMACSUM successfully localized the
damage in all instances with uniform weighting, alternative weighting functions were
not investigated for the high-level damage states.
These results demonstrate the capability of each of the four methods to localize
damage in a severe global damage case. The two-tier MAC/PMAC method successfully localized each damage state to the correct plate, but could not localize the
damage any further. The COMAC was only successful in localizing the damage to
the correct plate edge for three of the 16 damage states. Both the NOCOMAC and
NOCOMACSUM successfully localized the damage to the correct plate edge for each
of the damage states for all of the investigated variables. This demonstrates the
feasibility of the new metrics being able to quantify global damage to a structure.
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6.3

Low-level Damage Results

With the cases of high-level damage completed, the low-level damage cases were
investigated. The healthy-healthy MAC matrix is the same as the MAC matrix
used for high-level damage, and is shown in Table 6.1. The low-level damage cases
should cause less significant changes than the high-level damage cases. Looking at
the 3-by-3 MAC matrix for the cases of low-level damage versus the healthy case
resulted in four categories: mode switch, large magnitude reduction along the main
matrix diagonal (magnitude below 0.70), moderate magnitude reduction along the
main matrix diagonal (magnitude between 0.70 and 0.85), and no significant difference
along the main matrix diagonal (magnitude above 0.85). The first two categories are
the same as in the high-level damage cases. These categories detect only 16 of the 48
low-level damage states.
The third category represents an additional case in which the damage causes a
reduction in MAC values that would be between the second category (damage is
detected) and the fourth category (damage is not detected). This category contains
an additional four damage states that are more difficult to detect than the other 16
states. Even including this category, low-level damage detection using the predefined
nodal locations is only successful for 20 of the 48 states using only the MAC. Tables
6.9-6.12 show examples of each of the categories. Table 6.9 shows the MAC matrix for
damage to Bolt 1 resulting in mode switching between mode shapes 2 and 3. Table
6.10 shows the MAC matrix for damage to Bolt 9 reducing the MAC between healthy
and damaged mode shapes for natural frequencies 2 and 3 each being below 0.70.
Damage to Bolt 18 is shown in Table 6.11. This MAC has reduced values between
healthy and damaged mode shapes for natural frequencies 2 and 3, but the values are
not below the original threshold of 0.70. The final MAC matrix where the damage is
not detected is shown for damage to Bolt 4 in Table 6.12.
Figure 6.10 shows a graphic representation of the low-level damage classification
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Table 6.9: MAC Matrix for Damaged Bolt 1

ĂŵĂŐĞĚ
Žůƚϭ

DŽĚĞ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
Ϭ͘ϵϵϵϳ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϮ Ϭ͘ϬϬϳϬ Ϭ͘ϵϳϴϯ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭ Ϭ͘ϵϵϯϰ Ϭ͘ϬϬϳϱ

Table 6.10: MAC Matrix for Damaged Bolt 9

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
DŽĚĞ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ ϭ Ϭ͘ϵϵϵϵϲ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϮϱ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ
Žůƚϵ
Ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϳϴ Ϭ͘ϲϵϮϭϲ Ϭ͘ϯϬϵϯϲ
ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϴ Ϭ͘ϯϭϯϬϮ Ϭ͘ϲϴϭϭϯ



Table 6.11: MAC Matrix for Damaged Bolt 18

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
DŽĚĞ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ ϭ Ϭ͘ϵϵϵϵϵ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭϮ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϭ
Žůƚϭϴ
Ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϯϬϬ Ϭ͘ϴϰϮϰϯ Ϭ͘ϭϰϮϭϯ
ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ Ϭ͘Ϯϯϯϰϴ Ϭ͘ϳϳϬϱϲ



Table 6.12: MAC Matrix for Damaged Bolt 4

,ĞĂůƚŚǇ
DŽĚĞ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ ϭ Ϭ͘ϵϵϵϵϲ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭϱ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ
Žůƚϰ
Ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϭϬ Ϭ͘ϵϴϲϰϵ Ϭ͘Ϭϭϭϭϯ
ϯ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬϬ Ϭ͘Ϭϭϱϱϰ Ϭ͘ϵϴϱϮϭ
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Figure 6.10: Low-level Damage Classification Using MAC
using only the MAC. The damage state for each of the 48 bolt locations is classified
based on the key to the right of the bolt-numbered layout. Some of the damage states
fall into both mode switching and either large or moderate magnitude reduction.
These cases are classified in the mode switching category since this is typically the
more obvious damage state.
Then, the PMAC was used to investigate the low-level damage states observed
using the MAC. Only seven of the 20 cases could be successfully localized based on
the PMAC values from the plates. These instances showed that either one or two
of the PMAC values on the plates were significantly lower than the corresponding
PMAC values for each of the other three plates. The remaining thirteen cases of
damage could not be localized using the PMAC because the differences between the
healthy and damaged PMAC values were too minor to definitively show the presence
of damage occurring at one plate. A sample of the PMAC values indicating successful
damage localization is shown in Table 6.13. The shaded boxes demonstrate correlated
mode shapes on the diagonal having values less than 0.85. Plate 1 has both the lowest
single diagonal value 0.582 between healthy and damaged mode 2 (the next lowest is
0.643, a significantly larger value), and two diagonal values below the 0.85 threshold.
This would result in the damage to Bolt 9 accurately being predicted to Plate 1
damage.
The COMAC showed promise in localizing the fastener damage to the correct load92

Table 6.13: Load-Carrying Plate PMAC Matrices for Damaged Bolt 9
WůĂƚĞϭ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ



ĂŵĂŐĞĚ
Žůƚϵ

WůĂƚĞϮ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ

WůĂƚĞϯ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ

WůĂƚĞϰ͗,ĞĂůƚŚǇ

DŽĚĞ ϭ Ϯ ϯ ϭ Ϯ ϯ ϭ Ϯ ϯ ϭ Ϯ ϯ
ϭ ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϳϮϰ Ϭ͘ϱϴϳ ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϲϵϳ Ϭ͘ϳϭϮ ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϳϳϮ Ϭ͘ϱϵϭ ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϲϰϵ Ϭ͘ϲϳϰ
Ϯ Ϭ͘ϭϳϴ Ϭ͘ϱϴϮ Ϭ͘ϬϬϮ Ϭ͘ϴϲϮ Ϭ͘ϴϳϭ Ϭ͘ϳϲϬ Ϭ͘ϯϮϳ Ϭ͘ϲϵϴ Ϭ͘ϬϬϱ Ϭ͘ϴϮϳ Ϭ͘ϴϳϵ Ϭ͘ϳϬϴ
ϯ Ϭ͘ϴϭϴ Ϭ͘ϳϳϭ Ϭ͘ϴϯϲ Ϭ͘Ϯϭϰ Ϭ͘ϬϬϰ Ϭ͘ϲϱϴ Ϭ͘ϴϮϳ Ϭ͘ϳϰϳ Ϭ͘ϴϱϱ Ϭ͘ϭϴϲ Ϭ͘ϬϬϬ Ϭ͘ϲϰϯ

Figure 6.11: COMAC Plot for Damaged Bolt 13
carrying plate (sometimes to the correct bolt). It was able to localize the damage for
27 of the 48 damage states. Of the 27 damage states localized to the correct plate,
11 of them were localized to the correct bolt. Once again, the COMAC presentation
is best illustrated graphically where the blue areas represent the lower values of the
COMAC (and are circled in the accurate damage prediction cases), which would
represent the location of the predicted damaged area. The location of the damaged
bolt is shown with a yellow circle. Since the COMAC is more sensitive to small local
changes than the MAC and PMAC, it can localize some damage states that otherwise
would go undetected.
Four sample COMAC values can be seen in Figs. 6.11-6.14.

Figure 6.11 shows

the COMAC for damage to Bolt 13. The blue area of this plot occurs near the top
right corner of the structure, accurately predicting damage Bolt 13. Figure 6.12 shows
a COMAC with the blue area predicting damage once again at the top right corner
(damage to Bolt 13) when the damage is actually located at its neighboring Bolt 14.
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Figure 6.12: COMAC Plot for Damaged Bolt 14

Figure 6.13: COMAC Plot for Damaged Bolt 27

Figure 6.14: COMAC Plot for Damaged Bolt 3
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Similarly, Figure 6.13 demonstrates a predicted damage state on Plate 3. Since this
figure represents damage at Bolt 27, it accurately captures a region containing the
damaged bolt, but could not localize the damage to an individual bolt. Finally, Figure
6.14 shows a case where damage goes undetected for damage to Bolt 3 since Plate
1 does not contain an area with significantly lower COMAC values than the other
areas. The load-carrying plate containing the damaged bolt was correctly predicted
in Figs. 6.11-6.13, but not in Figure 6.14.
The localization to a single damaged bolt proved very difficult. In some cases
localization was successful (Figure 6.11), in other cases damage was predicted at a
neighboring bolt of the actual damaged bolt (Figure 6.12), and in other cases a range
containing the damaged bolt was predicted (Figure 6.13). However, 21 of the 48
low-level damage states do not show a particular region that is most likely to have
damage. Figure 6.14 shows one such case, where no area has a significantly dark region
representing a decreased COMAC that indicates damage. Combining the MAC and
COMAC results for the low-level damage detection resulted in the data seen in Figure
6.15. The 27 individual bolt locations highlighted in green represent the damage
states that are localized to the correct plate using the COMAC. The 11 individual bolt
locations highlighted with yellow represent the damage states that were detected with
the MAC, but not successfully localized with the PMAC or COMAC. The remaining
10 bolt locations that are highlighted in red were not detected or localized with the
MAC or COMAC.
The NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM were then investigated for the low-level
damage with a single fastener failure. The 48 independent low-level damage states are
separated into two categories: 16 corner bolts (Bolts 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28,
31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 46) and 32 side bolts (Bolts 2-3, 5-6, 8-9, 11-12, 14-15, 17-18, 2021, 23-24, 26-27, 29-30, 32-33, 35-36, 38-39, 41-42, 44-45, 47-48). The results for the
NOCOMAC are separated into three levels: accurate, semi-accurate, and inaccurate.
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ϰ ϯ Ϯ
ϱ
WůĂƚĞϭ
ϲ
ϳ ϴ ϵ
ϰϬ ϯϵ ϯϴ
ϰϭ
WůĂƚĞϰ
ϰϮ
ϰϯ ϰϰ ϰϱ

ϭ
ϭϮ
ϭϭ
ϭϬ
ϯϳ
ϰϴ
ϰϳ
ϰϲ

ϭϲ
ϭϳ
ϭϴ
ϭϵ
Ϯϴ
Ϯϵ
ϯϬ
ϯϭ

ϭϱ ϭϰ ϭϯ
Ϯϰ
WůĂƚĞϮ
Ϯϯ
ϮϬ Ϯϭ ϮϮ
Ϯϳ Ϯϲ Ϯϱ
ϯϲ
WůĂƚĞϯ
ϯϱ
ϯϮ ϯϯ ϯϰ

EŽƚĞƚĞĐƚĞĚŽƌ>ŽĐĂůŝǌĞĚ
ĞƚĞĐƚĞĚǁŝƚŚD͕ŶŽƚůŽĐĂůŝǌĞĚ
>ŽĐĂůŝǌĞĚƚŽWůĂƚĞǁŝƚŚKD

Figure 6.15: Overall low-level Damage Detection and Localization
For the low-level damage case, accurate is defined to be a nodal damage prediction
localized to the correct individual bolt. For the 196 node case, the three nodes closest
to the damage are deemed accurate for each damage state. For the 64 and 48 node
cases, accurate damage assessment is defined for a single node for each damage state.
For example, Bolt 4 damage is defined as accurate damage assessment for Nodes 13,
14, or 28 when using 196 nodes, and for only Node 8 in the 64 and 48 node cases.
Semi-accurate occurs where the damage is localized to the correct plate, but not to
the correct bolt. For example, if Bolt 4 damage is localized to any nodal location on
Plate 1 other than 13, 14, or 28, it is deemed semi-accurate since the correct plate
is localized but the correct bolt is not localized. The final category, inaccurate, is
defined to be any node prediction being made to the wrong plate.
The results for the low-level corner bolt damage accuracy are shown in Table
6.14. Localizing corner bolt damage is successful with the 30.0% accurate threshold
being obtained in every case except for the three highlighted cells. The lowest value
accuracy percentage of 29.2% is just below the threshold for successful damage localization. Since the low-level corner bolt damage results demonstrated acceptable
accuracy percentages, the semi-accurate and inaccurate instances will not be shown.
Next, the results between the three-node levels (196, 64, and 48) and the twomode levels (three and five) are analyzed to determine which set has more accurate
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Table 6.14: NOCOMAC Accuracy for Low-level Corner Bolt Damage

ϭϵϲEŽĚĞƐ
ĂŵĂŐĞĚ
йĨŽƌϯ йĨŽƌϱ
Žůƚ
ŵŽĚĞƐ ŵŽĚĞƐ
ϭ
ϲϮ͘ϴй
ϳϬ͘ϱй
ϰ
ϰϵ͘ϳй
ϲϭ͘ϭй
ϳ
ϳϳ͘ϲй
ϳϴ͘ϲй
ϭϬ
ϰϯ͘ϱй
ϱϲ͘Ϯй
ϭϯ
ϯϬ͘ϲй
ϱϬ͘ϲй
ϭϲ
ϱϴ͘ϳй
ϲϳ͘ϭй
ϭϵ
ϰϮ͘Ϭй
ϯϴ͘ϵй
ϮϮ
ϱϳ͘ϴй
ϲϴ͘ϭй
Ϯϱ
ϲϭ͘Ϯй
ϲϵ͘ϲй
Ϯϴ
ϰϬ͘ϱй
ϱϮ͘Ϯй
ϯϭ
ϲϬ͘ϰй
ϲϳ͘ϭй
ϯϰ
ϱϲ͘ϲй
ϲϱ͘Ϯй
ϯϳ
ϰϱ͘ϰй
ϱϳ͘ϲй
ϰϬ
ϱϯ͘ϲй
ϲϰ͘ϱй
ϰϯ
ϯϬ͘ϴй
ϰϵ͘Ϯй
ϰϲ
ϱϯ͘ϲй
ϲϱ͘ϲй

ϲϰEŽĚĞƐ
йĨŽƌϯ йĨŽƌϱ
ŵŽĚĞƐ ŵŽĚĞƐ
ϱϲ͘ϯй
ϲϲ͘ϵй
ϱϬ͘ϱй
ϲϮ͘ϱй
ϳϱ͘Ϭй
ϳϳ͘ϱй
ϰϭ͘ϳй
ϱϰ͘ϰй
Ϯϵ͘ϳй
ϱϭ͘ϯй
ϱϱ͘Ϯй
ϲϱ͘Ϭй
ϰϭ͘ϭй
ϯϴ͘ϰй
ϱϲ͘ϯй
ϲϳ͘ϱй
ϱϵ͘ϰй
ϲϴ͘ϰй
ϯϱ͘ϵй
ϰϴ͘ϴй
ϱϱ͘Ϯй
ϲϰ͘ϭй
ϱϱ͘ϳй
ϲϱ͘ϯй
ϰϰ͘ϯй
ϱϱ͘ϯй
ϱϭ͘Ϭй
ϲϯ͘ϭй
ϯϬ͘Ϯй
ϰϴ͘ϴй
ϰϳ͘ϵй
ϲϭ͘ϵй
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ϰϴEŽĚĞƐ
йĨŽƌϯ йĨŽƌϱ
ŵŽĚĞƐ ŵŽĚĞƐ
ϱϰ͘Ϯй
ϲϱ͘Ϭй
ϰϵ͘ϯй
ϲϬ͘ϰй
ϳϮ͘ϵй
ϳϱ͘Ϭй
ϰϬ͘ϯй
ϱϮ͘ϵй
Ϯϵ͘Ϯй
ϱϬ͘Ϭй
ϱϮ͘ϴй
ϲϯ͘ϴй
ϰϬ͘ϯй
ϯϴ͘ϯй
ϱϰ͘ϵй
ϲϱ͘ϴй
ϱϳ͘ϲй
ϲϲ͘ϯй
ϯϰ͘Ϭй
ϰϳ͘ϭй
ϱϯ͘ϱй
ϲϮ͘ϵй
ϱϰ͘Ϯй
ϲϯ͘ϯй
ϰϰ͘ϰй
ϱϰ͘ϲй
ϰϵ͘ϯй
ϲϭ͘ϯй
Ϯϵ͘ϵй
ϰϳ͘ϭй
ϰϲ͘ϱй
ϲϬ͘ϰй

damage localizations for corner bolt damage. The five-mode NOCOMAC results show
a greater percentage of accurate predictions than the three-mode NOCOMAC results
(60.6% versus 50.4%). The combined three-mode and five-mode results show the
best results when using 196 nodes and the worst results when using 48 nodes. The
accuracy percentages for the three nodal levels are: 57.7% for 196 nodes, 55.9% for
64 nodes, and 54.4% for 48 nodes. These results demonstrate more nodes predict
slightly better than less nodes and the five-mode results are significantly better than
the three-mode results for the low-level corner bolt damage.
The results for the accuracy of low-level side bolt damage are shown in Table 6.15.
Since the low-level side bolt damage does not influence the stiffness of the system as
significantly as the high-level damage or the low-level corner bolt damage, most of
the percentages are below the 30.0% threshold set for successful damage localization.
Only five of the 32 damaged side bolts (Bolts 6, 27, 36, 41, and 45) reached the 30.0%
threshold for all six of the mode-node combinations. In some instances, an additional
seven damaged side bolts could be localized. All of the instances successfully localized
to the correct bolt using the NOCOMAC are highlighted in Table 6.15.
The damage localization for the low-level side bolt damage demonstrated virtually
no sensitivity to the number of modes or the number of nodes used. The three-mode
NOCOMAC results have a slightly greater percentage of accurate predictions than
the five-mode NOCOMAC results (23.5% versus 23.0%). The accuracy percentages
for the combined three nodal levels are 24.3% for 196 nodes, 21.3% for 64 nodes, and
21.0% for 48 nodes, respectively. These results show a very slight predictive trend of
more nodes improving results, and three modes working better than five modes for
damage localization of low-level corner bolt damage.
Since the low-level side bolt damage was not successfully localized to the correct
node in most instances, localizing side bolt damage to the correct plate is investigated.
Correct plate localization will be determined when over half of the predicted locations
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Table 6.15: NOCOMAC Accuracy for Low-level Side Bolt Damage
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are either accurate (to the correct bolt) or semi-accurate (to the correct plate). Plate
localization will be investigated by determining which side bolt locations have an
inaccurate percentage below 50.0%, which corresponds to plate localization being
successful for more than half of the damage predictions. The inaccuracy results for the
NOCOMAC for low-level side bolt damage are shown in Table 6.16. The highlighted
cells are instances where the damage is successfully localized to the correct plate.
Thirteen damaged side bolt locations are correctly predicted to the plate in all six
instances, while an additional eight side bolt locations are correctly predicted to
the plate in at least one of the six instances. While the NOCOMAC can successfully
localize the damage to some extent in most low-level damage cases, it is not successful
in localizing all of the low-level states. At least some of the instances localized the
low-level bolt damage to the correct bolt for 28 of the 48 damaged states (16 corner
bolts and 12 side bolts) and to the correct plate for 37 of the 48 damage states (16
corner bolts and 21 side bolts) using the NOCOMAC.
The NOCOMACSUM was then calculated for the low-level damage with the nine
weighting combinations for both three modes and five modes. The node with the
highest output value in the NOCOMACSUM was then used as the predicted location
of the damage. These predicted locations were then separated into the accurate, semiaccurate, and inaccurate categories for NOCOMAC low-level damage localization. All
of the corner bolt damage cases were successfully localized to the correct bolt. The
low-level side bolts were then collectively investigated and separated into groups for
easy comparison. The average values of the 32 side-bolt damage cases over all of the
instances are: 12.83 accurate, 12.09 semi-accurate, and 7.07 inaccurate. Therefore,
on average, the NOCOMAC accurately localized the 48 low-level damage states to
the right bolt 28.83 times (16 corner and 12.83 side), to the right plate 40.92 times
(16 corner and 24.92 side), and did not localize to the right plate 7.07 times.
Each of the four variables used in the NOCOMACSUM calculation—number of
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Table 6.16: NOCOMAC Inaccuracy for Low-level Side Bolt Damage
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Table 6.17: Average Results for Varying Number of Nodes in NOCOMACSUM Calculation
ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
^ĞŵŝͲĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
/ŶĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ

ϭϵϲEŽĚĞ
ϭϱ͘ϱϲ
ϵ͘ϯϵ
ϳ͘Ϭϲ

ϲϰEŽĚĞ
ϭϬ͘ϲϭ
ϭϰ͘Ϭϲ
ϳ͘ϯϯ

ϰϴEŽĚĞ
ϭϮ͘ϯϯ
ϭϮ͘ϴϯ
ϲ͘ϴϯ

nodes used, number of modes used, mode weight wm , and node weight wn —were
investigated to determine how the variables influenced the success of making accurate
damage localization predictions. The average accurate, semi-accurate, and inaccurate
values for each of the variable influences are shown in Tables 6.17-6.20. Ideally, all
of the damage state would be localized to the correct bolt (accurately predicted)
and unlocalized damage state (inaccurately predicted) would not exist. Table 6.17
shows how the number of nodes used in the NOCOMACSUM calculation influences
its accuracy. Using 196 nodes results in the highest accurate average (15.56), while
the 48 node result has the lowest inaccurate average (6.83). It is likely that the 196
node case has the highest accurate average because it includes nodes between two
bolts deemed acceptable for both bolts (such as Node 13 being accurate for both Bolt
4 and Bolt 5).
Table 6.18 illustrates the number of modes used in the NOCOMACSUM calculation being consistently better with five modes used. The five-mode results outperformed the three-mode results with both a higher accurate average (16.74 versus
8.93) and a lower inaccurate average (4.07 versus 10.07). Table 6.19 demonstrates
mode weighting using the MAC (wm =M) providing the best results for the accurate,
semi-accurate, and inaccurate averages. Table 6.20 displays the node weighting with
the edge nodes being twice the inner nodes (wn =E) is superior to both the inner
nodes being twice the edge nodes (wn =I) and uniform node weighting (wn =U).
These results show that using 196 nodes, five modes, MAC mode weighting, and
edge node weighting results in the best average accuracy. The lowest average inac102

Table 6.18: Average Results for Varying Number of Modes in NOCOMACSUM Calculation
ϯŵŽĚĞ
ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
ϴ͘ϵϯ
^ĞŵŝͲĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ ϭϯ͘ϬϬ
/ŶĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
ϭϬ͘Ϭϳ

ϱŵŽĚĞ
ϭϲ͘ϳϰ
ϭϭ͘ϭϴ
ϰ͘Ϭϳ

Table 6.19: Average Results for Varying Mode Weighting in NOCOMACSUM Calculation

ǁŵсh
ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
ϭϮ͘ϲϳ
^ĞŵŝͲĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ ϭϮ͘ϬϬ
/ŶĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
ϳ͘ϯϯ

ǁŵсD
ϭϯ͘ϱϬ
ϭϮ͘ϲϳ
ϱ͘ϴϯ

ǁŵс/
ϭϮ͘ϯϯ
ϭϭ͘ϲϭ
ϴ͘Ϭϲ

Table 6.20: Average Results for Varying Node Weighting in NOCOMACSUM Calculation

ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
^ĞŵŝͲĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ
/ŶĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ

ǁŶсh
ϭϮ͘ϴϯ
ϭϭ͘ϵϰ
ϳ͘ϮϮ
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ǁŶс
ϭϯ͘ϮϮ
ϭϭ͘ϴϯ
ϲ͘ϵϰ

ǁŶс/
ϭϮ͘ϰϰ
ϭϮ͘ϱϬ
ϳ͘Ϭϲ

curacy is achieved with 48 nodes, five modes, MAC mode weighting, and edge node
weighting. The best overall instance obtained with the variable combinations was 20
out of 32 accurate side node readings with only two out of 32 inaccurate readings. This
instance was obtained for two cases: 196 nodes, five modes, MAC mode weighting,
and uniform or edge node weighting. The only two low-level damage states that were
never accurate or semi-accurate in these two cases were removal of Bolt 18 and Bolt
44. Both of these damage states resulted in minimal changes in the first five mode
shapes that were not numerically detected. In addition, no difference was detected
with a visual investigation of these two damage states. Since these damage states did
not significantly change the global response to the five modes being investigated, the
damage went undetected.

6.4

Comparison of Two Experimental Healthy States

Since removing a bolt seemed to cause minimal changes to the low-order modes with
the TPS prototype in the free-free state, the damage metrics would likely not accurately detect damage due to removing a bolt experimentally. However, using the
experimental results between Healthy State #4 and Healthy State #5 from Section
3.3 can allow for testing a metric for a false positive with experimental data. The
magnitude of the FRF was taken at the same frequency for each of the 48 sensor
locations to obtain the vectors for comparison. The first five natural frequency values
were used for this experimental comparison. All five MAC values between the two
healthy state vectors were above 0.878, which sufficiently demonstrated their correlation for this problem. These vector pairs were then used to calculate the NOCOMAC
vector since it allows for the calculation of the percentages that can be compared to
the threshold values of 30.0% for localization of damage to a specific bolt or 50.0%
for localization of damage to a specific plate. Since no damage is actually present
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Table 6.21: Sensor NOCOMAC Results between Experimental Healthy State #4 and
Healthy State #5

,ŝŐŚĞƐƚ ^ĞŶƐŽƌ WĞƌĐĞŶƚ
EKKD >ŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ
WƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚ
sĂůƵĞƐ
ϭ
ϭϯ
ϮϮ͘Ϭϴй
Ϯ
ϯϰ
ϭϳ͘ϵϮй
ϯ
ϯϱ
ϭϮ͘ϵϮй
ϰ
ϰϲ
ϭϮ͘Ϭϴй
ϱ
ϰ
ϭϭ͘ϲϳй
Table 6.22: Plate NOCOMAC Results between Experimental Healthy State #4 and
Healthy State #5
WůĂƚĞ

dŝŵĞƐ
WĞƌĐĞŶƚ
WƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚ WƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚ

ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ

Ϯϴ
ϳϮ
ϵϭ

ϭϭ͘ϲϳй
ϯϬ͘ϬϬй
ϯϳ͘ϵϮй

ϰ

ϰϵ

ϮϬ͘ϰϮй

in either experimentally tested state, it is predicted that the maximum percentages
calculated will be below these thresholds and no damage will be predicted. The results for the NOCOMAC calculations are shown in Tables 6.21 and 6.22. Table 6.21
shows the sensor locations with the most times containing the maximum value in a
NOCODIFF vector. The maximum result occurs for Sensor 13 with 22.08% of the
predictions for that specific location. The other top five predicted locations occur
for Sensors 34, 35, 46, and 4 having 17.92%, 12.92%, 12.08%, and 11.67%. Table
6.22 shows the number of times each plate is predicted from the NOCOMAC. The
maximum occurs for Plate 1 having 37.92% of the NOCODIFF vector predictions.
Since all sensor locations are below the threshold of 30.0% and all plates are below
the threshold of 50.0%, the NOCOMAC would not predict damage in the structure.
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6.5

Summary

A methodology was developed to detect simulated structural damage using a validated
finite element model on changes in its low-frequency dynamics. This methodology
requires some initial experimental data to validate the finite element model in its
healthy state. Then, fastener failure damage is simulated using the validated finite
element model and modal characteristics are extracted to detect damage. The fastener failure investigation can be composed of an individual failed bolt or multiple
failed bolts, depending on the interest of the investigator. In this research, two predefined damage levels were investigated with the calculation of three existing (MAC,
PMAC, and COMAC) and two recently developed (NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM) modal parameters between the healthy state and each damaged state. The
high-level damage state demonstrated the feasibility of the methodology by properly
localizing the damage to the correct load-carrying plate for each damage state, using a
two-tiered MAC/PMAC approach. The NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM properly
localized all of the high-level damage states to the correct plate edge.
The low-level damage used the same methodology and successfully detected and
localized a majority of the damage states. The COMAC worked better than the twotiered MAC/PMAC for damage localization. The NOCOMAC and NOCOMACSUM
consistently localized low-level damage states better than the existing modal metrics.
However, some of the low-level damaged states still went undetected. Supplemental
high-frequency investigations might be needed to completely detect all of the lowlevel damage states since some of the dynamic changes caused by the damage were
too local to be detected with the global metrics used.
For implementing this methodology on other structures, it is recommended to
first determine the areas where damage is expected in the structure. The areas
close to the anticipated damage locations all must contain at least one node/sensor
in the model/experimental setup in order to localize each damage state. Since the
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best average accuracy for the NOCOMACSUM resulted from the case with the most
nodes and modes used, it would be recommended to begin with as many locations
and mode pairs that can be reliably obtained. Since the metrics can be calculated
for a reduced number of locations and for each individual mode pair, this allows
the greatest flexibility. The first three mode pairs could be investigated with a single
node in each damage area. If this limited data could not properly localize the damage,
additional locations and mode pairs could easily be added since the data would already
be available.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Summary and Conclusions of Research Objectives

The research objectives were broken down into a list of nine tasks. A summary of
the completed tasks can be seen in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. These tables provide brief
descriptions of the tasks included in this research.
The research objectives focused on developing a technique for detecting global
damage to a structure where high-frequency sensors and extensive experimental testing were not available. Therefore, a research methodology was created that focused on
validating the low-frequency dynamics of a finite element model versus experimental
results. This methodology was implemented and demonstrated the capability to detect high-level damage, but it struggled in detecting and localizing low-level damage
with existing modal metrics in preliminary results. This led to the creation of two new
mode-based damage metrics (the normalized coordinate modal assurance criterion, or
NOCOMAC, and the normalized coordinate modal assurance criterion summation,
or NOCOMACSUM). These metrics demonstrated improved damage quantification
compared to the earlier-used metrics, but not all low-level damage states were de108

Table 7.1: Summary of Tasks
dĂƐŬ
EƵŵďĞƌ

dĂƐŬĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ

ϭ

>ŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ^ĞĂƌĐŚ͗ dŚĞůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚŚĂƐďĞĞŶŽŶŐŽŝŶŐĨŽƌƐĞǀĞƌĂůǇĞĂƌƐ͘/ƚĨŽĐƵƐĞƐ
ŵŽƐƚůǇŽŶůŽǁͲĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇĚǇŶĂŵŝĐŵĞƚŚŽĚƐĨŽƌ^,DƐŝŶĐĞƚŚŝƐŝƐƚŚĞĨŽĐƵƐŽĨƚŚĞĨĂƐƚĞŶĞƌ
ĨĂŝůƵƌĞƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚŚĞƌĞ͘/ƚĂůƐŽďƌŝĞĨůǇƚŽƵĐŚĞƐŽŶƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞŚŝŐŚͲĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ
ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ;ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇƚŚĞĞůĞĐƚƌŽͲŵĞĐŚĂŶŝĐĂůŝŵƉĞĚĂŶĐĞŵĞƚŚŽĚĂŶĚǁĂǀĞƉƌŽƉĂŐĂƚŝŽŶ
ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐͿƚŚĂƚĂƌĞƵƐĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ^,DĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ͕ďƵƚŶŽƚŝŶƚŚŝƐƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͘

Ϯ
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Table 7.2: Summary of Tasks (Continued)
dĂƐŬ
EƵŵďĞƌ

dĂƐŬĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ

ƌĞĂƚŝŽŶŽĨEKKD ĚĂŵĂŐĞ ŵĞƚƌŝĐ͗/ŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽŝŵƉƌŽǀĞƵƉŽŶƉƌĞůŝŵŝŶĂƌǇ

ϲ

ĚĂŵĂŐĞĚĞƚĞĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚůŽĐĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ ƌĞƐƵůƚƐĂĐĐŽŵƉůŝƐŚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƚǁŽͲƚŝĞƌĞĚDͲ
WDŵĞƚŚŽĚĂŶĚƚŚĞKD͕ŶĞǁŵŽĚĞͲďĂƐĞĚĚĂŵĂŐĞ ŵĞƚƌŝĐƐǁĞƌĞĐƌĞĂƚĞĚ͘
dŚĞĨŝƌƐƚŵĞƚƌŝĐ͕ƚŚĞEŽƌŵĂůŝǌĞĚ ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚĞDŽĚĂůƐƐƵƌĂŶĐĞƌŝƚĞƌŝŽŶ;EKKDͿ
ƉƌĞĚŝĐƚƐĂŶŽĚĂůůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĐůŽƐĞƐƚƚŽƚŚĞĚĂŵĂŐĞďĂƐĞĚŽŶƚŚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨƚŚĞ
ŵĂǆŝŵƵŵĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞŵŽĚĞƐŚĂƉĞƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞŶŽƌŵĂůŝǌĞĚĂƚ ĞĂĐŚŽĨƚŚĞ
ŶŽĚĞƐŝŶƚŚĞŵŽĚĞƐŚĂƉĞ͘^ŝŶĐĞƚŚĞƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚŶŽĚĂůĚĂŵĂŐĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ĂƌĞ
ĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚĞĚĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞŶŽĚĞƐ͕ƚŚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƐƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚĐůŽƐĞƐƚƚŽƚŚĞĚĂŵĂŐĞŵŽƐƚ
ŽĨƚĞŶƐŚŽƵůĚďĞƚŚĞŶŽĚĞƐĐůŽƐĞƐƚƚŽƚŚĞĚĂŵĂŐĞĚĨĂƐƚĞŶĞƌ;ƐͿ͘

ƌĞĂƚŝŽŶŽĨEKKD^hD ĚĂŵĂŐĞ ŵĞƚƌŝĐ͗ dŚŝƐŵĞƚƌŝĐƵƐĞƐƚŚĞƐĂŵĞ
ϳ

ŶŽƌŵĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶŵĞƚŚŽĚŽůŽŐǇ ĂƐƚŚĞEKKD͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚŽĨƐĂǀŝŶŐŽŶůǇƚŚĞ
ŶŽĚĂůůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŵĂǆŝŵƵŵ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞĂƐƚŚĞƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚĚĂŵĂŐĞ ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƚŚŝƐ
ŵĞƚŚŽĚĐĂůĐƵůĂƚĞƐĂǁĞŝŐŚƚĞĚƐƵŵŵĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌĞĂĐŚŽĨƚŚĞǀĞĐƚŽƌƐĐƌĞĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ
ŵŽĚĞͲŶŽĚĞŶŽƌŵĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ͘ dŚĞŶŽĚĞǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŐƌĞĂƚĞƐƚ ĚĂŵĂŐĞ ǀĂůƵĞŝƐƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚƚŽ
ďĞůŽĐĂƚĞĚĐůŽƐĞƐƚƚŽƚŚĞĚĂŵĂŐĞĚĨĂƐƚĞŶĞƌ;ƐͿ͘

ĂŵĂŐĞĞƚĞĐƚŝŽŶĂƐĞĚŽŶDŽĚĞ^ŚĂƉĞŚĂŶŐĞƐŽĨ&D͗ ĨƚĞƌƚŚĞ&DǁĂƐ

ϴ

ǀĂůŝĚĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂů ƌĞƐƵůƚƐĂŶĚƚŚĞƚǁŽŶĞǁĚĂŵĂŐĞŵĞƚƌŝĐƐǁĞƌĞ
ĐƌĞĂƚĞĚ͕ƚǁŽĚĂŵĂŐĞůĞǀĞůƐǁĞƌĞƐŝŵƵůĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ&D͘ ůůŚŝŐŚͲůĞǀĞůĚĂŵĂŐĞ
ĐĂƐĞƐ;ĂůůĨŽƵƌďŽůƚƐĂůŽŶŐŽŶĞĞĚŐĞŽĨĂůŽĂĚͲĐĂƌƌǇŝŶŐ ƉůĂƚĞďĞŝŶŐĚĂŵĂŐĞĚͿǁĞƌĞ
ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵůůǇĚĞƚĞĐƚĞĚĂŶĚůŽĐĂůŝǌĞĚƚŽƚŚĞĐŽƌƌĞĐƚƉůĂƚĞƵƐŝŶŐĂƚǁŽͲƚŝĞƌĞĚDͲ
WDŵĞƚŚŽĚ͘ůůŽĨƚŚĞŚŝŐŚͲůĞǀĞůĚĂŵĂŐĞĐĂƐĞƐǁĞƌĞůŽĐĂůŝǌĞĚƚŽƚŚĞĐŽƌƌĞĐƚƉůĂƚĞ
ĞĚŐĞƵƐŝŶŐƚŚĞEKKDĂŶĚEKKD^hD͘DŽƐƚŽĨůŽǁͲůĞǀĞů ĚĂŵĂŐĞ ĐĂƐĞƐ;Ă
ƐŝŶŐůĞďŽůƚŽŶŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞĨŽƵƌůŽĂĚĐĂƌƌǇŝŶŐ ƉůĂƚĞƐďĞŝŶŐĚĂŵĂŐĞĚͿǁĞƌĞĚĞƚĞĐƚĞĚ
ƵƐŝŶŐĂĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƚǁŽͲƚŝĞƌĞĚDͲWDŵĞƚŚŽĚĂŶĚƚŚĞKD͘
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ƚŚĞEKKDĂŶĚEKKD^hD ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚĂ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂďůĞ
ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚŝŶĚĞƚĞĐƚŝŶŐĂŶĚůŽĐĂůŝǌŝŶŐ ƚŚĞůŽǁͲůĞǀĞůĚĂŵĂŐĞ ŽǀĞƌƚŚĞDͲWD
ĂŶĚKDƌĞƐƵůƚƐ

ǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂů dĞƐƚŝŶŐŽĨĂŵĂŐĞĚ ^ƚĂƚĞƐ͗ ĨƚĞƌƚŚĞĨŝŶŝƚĞĞůĞŵĞŶƚŵŽĚĞůǁĂƐ
ϵ

ǀĂůŝĚĂƚĞĚǀĞƌƐƵƐĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂůƌĞƐƵůƚƐŝŶŝƚƐŚĞĂůƚŚǇƐƚĂƚĞĂŶĚƵƐĞĚĨŽƌĚĂŵĂŐĞ
ƋƵĂŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƚŚĞdW^ƉƌŽƚŽƚǇƉĞǁĂƐƚŚĞŶĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂůůǇŝŶǀĞƐƚŝŐĂƚĞĚĨŽƌĂĨĞǁŽĨ
ƚŚĞĚĂŵĂŐĞƐƚĂƚĞƐŝŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞŚĞĂůƚŚǇƐƚĂƚĞƐ͘dŚĞƐĞĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂůƌĞƐƵůƚƐ
ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚŵŝŶŝŵĂů ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐƚŽƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĂůĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐŝĞƐŽĨƚŚĞƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞĨŽƌůŽǁͲ
ůĞǀĞůĚĂŵĂŐĞĂŶĚ ǀĞƌǇŶŽƚŝĐĞĂďůĞĐŚĂŶŐĞƐĨŽƌ ƚŚĞŽŶĞŚŝŐŚͲůĞǀĞůĚĂŵĂŐĞ ƐƚĂƚĞ͕ũƵƐƚ
ĂƐƚŚĞĨŝŶŝƚĞĞůĞŵĞŶƚŵŽĚĞůƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚĨŽƌƚŚĞƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞŝŶĂĨƌĞĞͲĨƌĞĞƐƚĂƚĞ͘
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tectable. Therefore, mode-based damage detection methods are feasible, but they
may have some difficulty in detecting and localizing some low-level damage states
that have a minimal global effect on the low-frequency dynamics of the structure.

7.2

Recommended Future Work

The damage detection completed in this research focused on deterministic results
obtained with a single validated finite element model. One area of research that
could be expanded further is using model form uncertainty to investigate the same
physical structure with multiple models. This research would allow for high-fidelity
models and low-fidelity models to better capture the overall response of the system.
If multiple ways to represent the bolted locations being investigated for failure exist,
each of them can be modeled separately, and the uncertainty about which model
better represents the structure can later be determined.
Adding uncertainty to the damage quantification problem could also be investigated. A single model can have uncertainty with respect to the material properties,
sensor locations, boundary conditions, finite element mesh, loading, and environmental variables (such as temperature which affects some material properties). Incorporating the uncertainties into the model can provide a reliability that each damage
state is detected or localized properly (such as Bolt 1 Damage is successfully localized 95% of the time, Bolt 2 Damage is successfully localized 75% of the time, etc.),
instead of providing a single output for the damage quantification (such as 44 of the
48 damage states being successfully localized).
The location of sensors or nodes used to create the eigenvectors or mode shapes
could also be optimized. This research investigated with a predefined, uniform grid
that provided a consistent standard for comparison of the mode-based metrics. Using
a predefined (or varying) number of sensors or nodes to be moved around the structure
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would allow for more flexibility in the damage detection process that might provide
better results.
Another potential area for future research is to investigate cases where a single
bolt is loosened but not removed, or where multiple bolts are damaged simultaneously.
All of the research presented here focused on either a single fastener being completely
removed or on all of the four fasteners along one edge being removed simultaneously.
The other cases for multiple fasteners being damaged at the same time were not
investigated due to the large number of possible combinations. Also, another model
that could capture bolt loosening in addition to bolt removal could be created to
detect less severe damage than the low-level damage presented here. This model
would once again introduce a significant increase to the number of potential damage
scenarios which may be unrealistic to completely investigate.
These mode-based damage metrics can also be applied to other industries where
detecting global damage to a structure is important. This research focused on bolt
damage in a TPS that would be used on a hypersonic vehicle. The same methods could be used in other fields, including detecting rivet failure in aircraft wings,
global damage to offshore oil platforms, and pillar damage in bridges if the damage significantly influences the low-frequency dynamics of the structure. Localized
structural damage, such as small cracks or delamination, should be investigated with
high-frequency methods since they are more sensitive to smaller amounts of damage.
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Appendix A
Sample Calculations
This appendix contains sample calculations for the modal assurance criterion (MAC),
coordinate modal assurance criterion (COMAC), and normalized coordinate difference (NOCODIFF) for the six-beam element demonstration problem in Section 5.7.
Calculating the normalized coordinate modal assurance criterion (NOCOMAC) and
the normalized coordinate modal assurance criterion summation (NOCOMACSUM)
from the NOCODIFF vectors are shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. All of the calculations
are being performed from the values in Table 5.1 and shown below:




Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ

ϭ
Ϭ͘ϮϴϮϳ
Ϭ͘ϳϳϰϳ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϳϳϰϳ
Ϭ͘ϮϴϮϳ



Ϯ
Ϭ͘ϲϱϰϮ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ͳϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϲϱϰϮ

ϯ
ͲϬ͘ϵϱϮϰ
ͲϬ͘ϮϵϴϮ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϮϵϴϮ
ͲϬ͘ϵϱϮϰ

ϰ
Ͳϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϲϱϯϱ
Ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϲϱϯϱ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

ϱ
Ϭ͘ϴϮϮϱ
ͲϬ͘ϵϰϱϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϵϰϱϯ
Ϭ͘ϴϮϮϱ

ϭ
Ϭ͘ϮϮϱϰ
Ϭ͘ϲϳϭϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϵϵϱϲ
Ϭ͘ϲϭϳϵ



Ϯ
Ϭ͘ϱϯϵϯ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϯϵϮϯ
ͲϬ͘ϲϱϭϮ
ͲϬ͘ϴϲϴϯ

ϯ
Ϭ͘ϴϵϯϱ
Ϭ͘ϱϲϯϮ
ͲϬ͘ϵϭϲϳ
ͲϬ͘Ϯϴϭϳ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ

ϰ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϰϯϮϳ
ͲϬ͘ϯϵϮϯ
Ϭ͘ϵϮϯϵ
ͲϬ͘ϳϰϴϭ

ϱ
ͲϬ͘ϵϮϮϵ
ϭ͘ϬϬϬϬ
ͲϬ͘ϵϰϴϲ
Ϭ͘ϳϯϲϲ
ͲϬ͘ϰϬϭϵ

First, the MAC is calculated between healthy modal vector five and damaged
modal vector 5. Vector multiplications are completed for this MAC calculation which
result in scalar numbers multiplied and divided by each other for the final scalar
value. These calculations are shown below:
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H

{φh5 } {φd5 } = [(0.8225) (−0.9229) + (−0.9453) (1.0000) + · · ·
· · · (1.0000) (−0.9486) + (−0.9453) (0.7366) + (0.8225) (−0.4019)] = −3.6799

h
i
H
2
2
2
2
2
{φh5 } {φh5 } = (0.8225) + (−0.9453) + (1.0000) + (−0.9453) + (0.8225) = 4.1402

h
i
H
2
2
2
2
2
{φh5 } {φd5 } = (−0.9229) + (1.0000) + (−0.9486) + (0.7336) + (−0.4019) = 3.4557

M ACh5,d5 =

(−3.6799) (−3.6799)
= 0.9465
(4.1402) (3.4557)

Next, the calculations for the COMAC at Node 6 are shown:
2
∗
(φ
)
(φ
)
h jl
d jl
l
COM AC (j = 6) = P
2 P
2
∗
(φh )jl
(φd )jl
l
l
P

P
l

∗
(φh )jl (φd )jl


= [|(0.2827) (0.6179)| + |(−0.6542) (−0.8683)| + |(−0.9524) (1.0000)| + · · ·

· · · |(1.0000) (−0.7481)|+|(0.8225) (−0.4019)|] = [0.1747+0.5680+0.9524+0.7481+0.3306] = 2.7738
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P
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l

2

(φh )jl
∗

(φd )jl

2

h
i
2
2
2
2
2
= |(0.2827)| + |(−0.6542)| + |(−0.9524)| + |(1.0000)| + |(0.8225)| = 3.0915

h
i
2
2
2
2
2
= |(0.6179)| + |(−0.8683)| + |(1.0000)| + |(−0.7481)| + |(−0.4019)| = 2.8569
2

COM AC (j = 6) =

(2.7738)
= 0.8711
(3.0915) (2.8569)

Finally, the calculations for the NOCODIFF vector with normalization for Node 4
between the first modal vector pair is shown below:

N OCODIF F1,4

v
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The NOCODIFF vector between the first mode pair is then normalized versus the
maximum value, which occurs in the last element of the NOCODIFF vector:
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N OCODIF F1,4
=
max (N OCODIF F1,4 )
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0.1709
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=
 0.0000 




 0.6590 


1.0000

Appendix B
Thickness Optimization
This portion of the appendix focuses on a design optimization problem that was completed before the damage metric creation, experimentation, model validation, and
damage localization research. Since this research is independent of the damage localization research and focused on frequency changes instead of mode shape changes,
it is not included in the main body of the dissertation. This research uses a finite
element model to numerically investigate fastener failure. It focuses on using sizing
optimization to increase the differences between the resonant frequencies that result
from fastener failure, making the forward problem with frequency changes more effective. The sizing optimization investigates how changes in the thicknesses for various
geometric sections of the TPS effect the low-frequency dynamics of the structure. A
visual inspection of the mode shapes is also used to determine if mode switching or
new modes are the cause of large shifts in the resonant frequencies resulting from the
fastener failure. The finite element model in this research represents a TPS prototype
composed of composite plates mechanically attached to composite brackets attached
to a metal backing structure. Two different design variable problems are investigated:
a four-design-variable problem that maintains the structure’s symmetry and a ninedesign-variable problem that allows for an antisymmetric design. Both problems use
an objective function composed of the product of the differences between the first ten
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resonant frequencies for the healthy state and the damaged states.

B.1 Model Creation
This research focuses on developing a methodology that utilizes the finite element
method (FEM) to improve the geometric characteristics of an initial design for damage detection. The improved geometry provides unique characteristics based on the
structural health of the system between the healthy and damaged states. The characteristics for SHM could be changes in displacement or stress contours under mechanical loading, changes in fundamental frequencies of the system, or variations in
responses to acoustic excitation applied to the system.
Changes in the natural frequency values of a structure due to structural damage
will be the focus of this chapter. The structural damage investigated in this research
is fastener failure. The fastener failure in this case is a damaged bolt connecting a
load-carrying plate to a bracket. Thickness sizing optimization is used to increase the
differences between the resonant frequencies of the healthy state and the damaged
states. This should increase the likelihood of detecting damage in the investigated
structure, especially for symmetric structures where damage does not always result in
a noticeable shift between closely grouped resonant frequencies. The objective function for the optimization problem is created using the differences between the natural
frequencies of interest. The mode shapes corresponding to the resonant frequencies
are investigated to determine the cause of the changes in resonant frequencies between the healthy state and damaged states. A case study for this methodology will
be performed based on mechanical fastener failure in a symmetric TPS prototype.
The TPS prototype consists of four one-foot-by-one-foot load-carrying carboncarbon plates that each contain four removable pieces of insulation. Each of these
plates has 12 mechanical fasteners connecting it to one of the 33 carbon/silicon carbide
brackets that are fixed to a backing structure. The mechanically attached carbon118

Figure B.1: Numbering of Plates and Bolt Locations
carbon TPS is used on the critical, high-temperature areas of hypersonic vehicles—
such as the leading edge—that encounter temperatures too high for blanket insulation.
Figure 3.1 shows a top view of the TPS prototype. The main face of each of the loadcarrying plates can be seen in this view. The locations of the four fasteners along
each edge of the four load-carrying plates can also be seen. Figure B.1 shows the
numbering of the 48 fastener locations removed to represent damage in this research.
It also numbers each of the load-carrying plates. Figure B.1 represents the TPS
prototype shown in the same view as Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows a close-up of the
back side of a load-carrying plate, including the four removable insulation pillows.
Figure 3.3 shows a zoomed in side view of the TPS prototype. The figure shows the
composite bracket connected to a load-carrying plate with one fastener at the top of
the bracket and to the metal backing structure with two fasteners at each side of the
bracket base.
Each damage state investigated in this sizing optimization research is simulated
by the removal of a single fastener connecting the top of a bracket to a load-carrying
plate, resulting in 48 separate damage states. This physical prototype has been
experimented on by the United States Air Force Research Laboratory, Air Vehicles
Directorate (AFRL/RB), at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB). This portion
of the research uses an unvalidated finite element model without the backing structure
included to save computational time while obtaining a better understanding of what
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dynamic properties to investigate further. Investigation of these dynamic properties
would require a newly created finite element model including the backing structure
validated with the experimental results obtained at WPAFB.
The initial geometry of the brackets and load-carrying plates are first accurately
modeled based on the physical dimensions and material properties of the prototype.
The backing structure is not included in the analysis to save computational cost.
Each of the four identical load-carrying plates has the large horizontal plate that
carries the load on one side and has vertical plates containing the four separate pieces
of insulation on the other side (Figure 3.2). The finite element model is analyzed
in NASTRAN and mode shapes are observed using PATRAN. Each of the one-footby-one-foot load-carrying plates is composed of 912 quadrilateral and 80 triangle
plate elements. The insulation is not explicitly represented in the model because
it is lightweight and flexible. The insulation contributions are accounted for with
scalar springs, which provide additional stiffness in the thickness direction of the
load-carrying plates where they are attached. Two types of brackets are present
in the system: 32 identical brackets that have two locations for connecting to the
load-carrying plates and one large bracket in the center of the structure that has
four locations for connecting to the load-carrying plates. The 32 normal supporting
brackets are each composed of 200 quadrilateral plate elements, while the large central
bracket is composed of 248 quadrilateral elements.
Another key aspect of the finite element model is the bolt locations. Each of the
48 bolts connecting the top plates to the supporting brackets is modeled with a beam
element. Also, rigid body elements connect the edges of the bolt holes on the brackets
and load-carrying plates to the center of the beam elements. This ensures that the
edges of the bolts translate the same distance as the center of the bolts and maintains
the original hole shape at the bolt locations. The final aspect of the system which the
model must account for is boundary conditions. Since this finite element model does
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Figure B.2: Top View of Finite Element Model

Figure B.3: Single Bracket in Finite Element Model
not include the backing structure of the TPS prototype, boundary conditions at the
base of the brackets must be properly handled. The boundary conditions are taken
to be fixed at each of the four bolt locations at the base of the supporting bracket.
This initial design is symmetric about the x- and y-axes based on the geometry of
the physical structure. Two important views of the finite element model used for
the initial design are shown in Figures B.2-B.4. Figure B.2 shows the finite element
model from the same view as Figure 3.1. Figure B.3 shows one of the 32 identical
brackets in the TPS. Figure B.4 shows the side view of the TPS model.
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Figure B.4: Side View of Finite Element Model
After the model is properly set up, the healthy and damaged states must be defined. The healthy state is defined as the case where each of the 48 bolts connecting
a load-carrying plate to a supporting bracket is healthy (the bolt is within its proper
torque range). Each damage state is defined as a single fastener failure between a
load-carrying plate and supporting bracket (as seen in Figures 3.1 and B.1), which
creates 48 unique damage states. This damage definition does not capture multiple
bolts failing at the same time. These multiple fastener failings are not considered
since they would vastly increase the possible number of damage states, and proper
implementation of SHM would hopefully detect a single failed fastener before additional fasteners also fail. For simplicity, the damaged fastener is modeled by removing
the beam element at the specified damage location.

B.2 Design Problem Formulation
Previous research by McClung demonstrated how optimizing the geometry of a single
plate fixed by fasteners at the corners could improve a design for SHM. Designing for
SHM is accomplished by picking a design that maximizes the differences between the
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natural frequencies of the healthy state and the natural frequencies of the damaged
state. The increase in the frequency shift resulting from damage makes it easier for an
automated system to detect damage independent of human judgment. Each damage
state in this past research was a failed fastener at one of the plate corners.
This research investigates using an optimization method to increase the natural
frequency differences between the predefined healthy and damaged states for a more
complex geometry of a composite structure. The modified method of feasible directions is used to optimize the geometry of the stated problem to enable effective
SHM. Since damage quantification is being realized by observing frequency changes
between healthy and damaged states of a TPS, the objective function is formulated
to maximize the difference between the natural frequencies of interest in both the
healthy and damaged states. Each of the design variables—thicknesses of portions of
the TPS—is constrained by upper and lower bounds to ensure a physically feasible
design while maintaining a reasonable system mass. These bounds allow the thicknesses in the design to range between 50% of the initial value of the design variable to
one-quarter inch to allow a wide number of possible solutions. The system input xi
is the thicknesses of elements entered throughout the model based on the geometry
of the system. The obtained output is the numerically calculated natural frequencies
of the system.
The output is utilized so that two separate objective functions (F1 and F2 ) can
be utilized, depending on how the current model is behaving. If the current model
has closely grouped natural frequencies in the healthy state, the objective function
used is the product of the first nine differences between consecutive natural frequencies. The first nine frequency differences were chosen because they are accurately
modeled and provide a significant amount of data for SHM. If sufficient differences
exist between the consecutive natural frequencies to be physically distinguishable
from each other (designated as a difference of at least 2.0 Hz) in the healthy state,
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the objective function is the product of the difference between the natural frequencies
of the healthy and damaged states of interest. A product of frequency differences
was chosen instead of a summation since summation causes each frequency difference
to have the same sensitivity for all design iterations. Using a product of frequency
differences causes the greatest sensitivity of the objective function to result for the
smallest of the frequency differences—resulting in small frequency differences being
the driving force for each iteration. This allows relatively small frequency differences
to be more likely to increase than relatively large frequency differences. For example,
if one frequency difference is 0.50 Hz while the other frequency differences are each
3.00 Hz, the objective function is more sensitive to the frequency difference of 0.50
Hz, making it the driving force for the iteration. This objective functions F1 and F2
use the first 10 natural frequencies of the system since they are the most accurate
frequencies captured in the finite element model and allow for sufficient differences
between the healthy and damaged states to be observed; this number can be easily
increased or decreased depending on the designer’s preferences.
F1 (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) = f2−1 f3−2 f4−3 · · · f10−9
0.5xj0 ≤ xj ≤ 0.25”
F2 (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) =

Q
k

[(f1H − f1D(k) ) (f2H − f2D(k) ) · · · (f10H − f10D(k) )]
0.5xj0 ≤ xj ≤ 0.25”

In the above equations, xj0 is the initial point for design variable xj , F1 and F2 are
the objective functions for the optimization problem, fm−n is equal to healthy natural
frequency m minus healthy natural frequency n, fiH is the ith natural frequency of
the healthy state, and fiD(k) is the ith natural frequency of the k th damage state.
Before the design optimization begins, the natural frequencies and corresponding
mode shapes are found (first for the healthy state and then for the 48 independent
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damage states). This provides a baseline for the frequency differentiation between
each mode and between the healthy and damaged states. The goal of the optimization
process will be to improve upon these baseline values. The following terminology
will be used to distinguish between the four load-carrying plates for mode shape
descriptions: Plate 1 is the load-carrying plate in the positive x- and y-plane, Plate 2
is the load-carrying plate in the negative x- and positive y-plane, Plate 3 is the loadcarrying plate in the negative x- and y-plane, and Plate 4 is the plate in the positive
x- and negative y-plane as seen in Figures B.1 and B.2. The symmetry conditions
mentioned are with respect to the global x- and y-axes (with the origin at the center of
the four load-carrying plates) and local x- and y-axes (defined from the center of each
plate). The local mode symmetry conditions are defined for when each load-carrying
plate bends in more than one direction at a time (out-of-plane in each direction with
nodes lying along the defined local axes). The first four mode shapes show no local
symmetry since they bend in one direction only.

B.2.1 Initial Resonant Frequency Results
As Table B.1 shows, the natural frequencies are numerically grouped into the first
four, the next four (frequencies five through eight), the following four, and so on. This
is due to the geometric symmetry of the system. The mode shapes corresponding to
the first five natural frequencies are shown in Figures B.5-B.9. The mode shapes of
the first group of four natural frequencies show similar bending characteristics with
changes in the global and local symmetry. While these numerical results for the first
four mode shapes properly demonstrate the expected symmetry of the problem, these
four mode shapes would be physically indistinguishable from each other due to their
closely grouped numerical frequencies. For example, if this initial system is excited
at 800 Hz, each of the mode shapes will simultaneously be excited—resulting in a
combined mode shape instead of four unique mode shapes. Therefore, the natural
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Table B.1: Natural Frequencies of Healthy TPS Finite Element Model


Frequency Frequency
Mode Shape Description
Number
(Hz)
1

799.32

2

799.59

3

799.60

4

799.88

5

1144.9

6

1144.9

7

1145.0

8

1145.4

9

1187.1

10

1189.6

Symmetric about both axes; Magnitude equal on all plates
Symmetric about y-axis; Antisymmetric about x-axis; Slightly higher magnitude on
plates 2 and 4
Symmetric about x-axis; Antisymmetric about y-axis; Slightly higher magnitude on
plates 1 and 3
Antisymmetric about both axes; Magnitude equal on all plates
Globally symmetric about both axes; Locally antisymmetric; Magnitudes slightly
higher on Plates 2 and 3
Globally symmetric about x-axis and antisymmetric about y-axes; Locally
antisymmetric; Magnitudes slightly higher on Plates 1 and 4
Globally antisymmetric about x-axis and symmetric about y-axes; Locally
antisymmetric; Magnitudes equal on all plates
Globally and Locally antisymmetric; Magnitudes equal on all plates
Globally symmetric about x-axis and antisymmetric about y-axis; Locally
symmetric; Magnitudes equal on all plates
Globally antisymmetric about x-axis and symmetric about y-axis; Locally
symmetric; Magnitudes equal on all plates

frequencies for the healthy mode shapes are first separated from each other during
the design process by calculating F1 .
After the natural frequencies and mode shapes were determined for the healthy
finite element model, the natural frequencies and mode shapes for each of the 48 damaged states were found individually. Examination and comparison of the 48 damage
states of interest determined using the finite element model showed the damage states
falling into two separate categories based on the location of the fastener on the loadcarrying plate. The 32 fasteners located along the sides of the load-carrying plates
(two on each of the four edges for each of the four load-carrying plates) demonstrated
both a noticeable frequency change and a changed mode shape. The natural frequencies and mode shapes change for many of the numerically obtained results due to the
lack of system symmetry and reduction in system stiffness.
For simplicity, only the changes to the first natural frequency and its corresponding
mode shape are considered since they sufficiently distinguish between the healthy and
damaged states. The first fundamental frequency decreases approximately 10 Hz from
the healthy state to the damaged state. Also, the corresponding first mode shape is
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Figure B.5: First Mode Shape for Healthy Starting Design

Figure B.6: Second Mode Shape for Healthy Starting Design
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Figure B.7: Third Mode Shape for Healthy Starting Design

Figure B.8: Fourth Mode Shape for Healthy Starting Design
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Figure B.9: Fifth Mode Shape for Healthy Starting Design
no longer symmetric—the plate with the removed fastener has bending while the
other plates remain stationary. Figure B.6 shows the first mode shape resulting in
out-of-plane bending of only the plate with the side damaged fastener.
The remaining 16 damage states each had very similar results based on which
plate was fastened by the damaged bolt. The missing bolts for these damage states
were located at the corners of the load-carrying plates (four corner bolts for each of
the four plates). The ease of damage quantification for these cases was not as distinct as the other 32 damage states. The natural frequencies showed no significant
change (the first natural frequency reduced less than one Hz from the healthy state).
However, these numerically found mode shapes did show changes that would be observable in a laboratory. For example, the first mode shape of the system (Figure
B.11) results in the plate with the fastener damage having an increased magnitude
of bending compared to the other plates. While only observing an increase in the
magnitude of the load-carrying plates’ bending is not an ideal scenario, the maximum
magnitude of the plate missing the fastener is approximately 70% more than the two
closest neighboring load-carrying plates and over 110% more than the remaining loadcarrying plate. When acoustically exciting the structure in the laboratory, each of the
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Figure B.10: First Mode Shape for One of the Damaged Side Bolts on Upper Right
Plate
first four natural frequencies would be excited simultaneously, resulting in a combined
mode shape instead of four distinct mode shapes. Therefore, the initial finite element
model of the prototype shows some potential for SHM, but the results most likely
would be difficult to repeat in a laboratory due to the close numerical grouping of the
first four natural frequencies. This demonstrates one undesired result (unobservable
corner fastener damage states) that can potentially occur. Designing the structure
for SHM would reduce the likelihood of unobservable damage states appearing in the
final design.

B.2.2 Four-Design-Variable Results
The first attempt to improve the frequency characteristics of the healthy system was
completed using four design variables: two thicknesses for the horizontal portion of
the load-carrying plates (x1 around the edges and x2 composed of the middle area),
one variable for thickness of the vertical portion of the load-carrying plates that hold
the insulation (x3 ), and one for thickness of the brackets (x4 ). Each of these design
variables begins with the deterministic value assigned in the original model (shown
with results in Table B.2). Since the thicknesses chosen for the load-carrying plates
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Figure B.11: First Mode Shape for One of the Damaged Corner Bolts on Upper Right
Plate
are locally symmetric, the overall system symmetry is maintained for any selected
variables in this case.
While this problem quickly converged to a solution, the provided solution is not
useful. The first design iteration resulted in the bracket thickness and horizontal
plate edge thickness decreasing to their lower boundaries and the middle horizontal
portion of the plate and the vertical portions of the plates increasing to their upper
boundaries. The design variables and objective function for this problem are shown
in Table B.2. The decrease to the bracket thickness led to mode switching from outof-plane load-carrying plate bending to in-plane bracket bending and load-carrying
plate shifting due to the decreased stiffness of the brackets. The mode switching
resulted in the first three modes being in-plane for the load-carrying plates followed
by the out-of-plane bending mode shapes. Also, the frequencies corresponding to
the out-of-plane mode shapes were still numerically very close (within one Hz) while
the in-plane mode shapes had large differences, which is undesirable. This result
was found when different lower bounds and starting bracket thicknesses were used to
begin the problem.
Due to this undesired mode switching, the design optimization was reconsidered
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Table B.2: Optimization Results for Four-Design-Variable Problem
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with the bracket thickness remaining constant throughout the optimization process,
leaving only three design variables. While this did prevent the mode switching from
occurring, the three remaining design variables did not result in sufficient frequency
distribution. This shows that the frequency distribution is not sensitive to the loadcarrying plate thicknesses for this stated problem. This is likely due to the symmetry
of the problem resulting from the chosen design variables. Therefore, additional
design variables must be introduced to eliminate this symmetric constraint imposed
with four design variables.

B.2.3 Nine-Design-Variable Results
This new design optimization problem contained nine design variables: two for each
of the four load-carrying plates (one for the horizontal face thickness—x1 , x3 , x5 ,
x7 —and one for the thickness of the vertical faces which hold the insulation—x2 , x4 ,
x6 , x8 ) and one for thickness of all brackets x9 . Since each of the plates have independent design variables, design flexibility is greatly increased and global symmetry
is no longer required. The same outputs and objective function from the four-designvariable problem are used in this nine-design-variable problem. While this problem
formulation successfully separated the first 10 natural frequencies (shown in Table
B.3), the mode shapes of the healthy design changed due to the lack of symmetry
for the problem. The first four natural frequencies each demonstrated one of the
load-carrying plates having out-of-plane bending, while the other three load-carrying
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plates showed no deformation (similar to mode shape 1 in Figure B.10). The relationship between the plates and mode shapes for this design are: the first mode shape
has only Plate 4 bending, the second mode shape has only Plate 1 bending, the third
mode shape has only Plate 3 bending, and the fourth mode shape has only Plate 2
bending.
Numerically obtained mode shapes 5, 6, and 7 demonstrated in-plane deformation of the load-carrying plates, which would make it harder for sensors to observe
these deformations in a laboratory. For this reason, the damage quantification began
with a focus on the first four natural frequencies and mode shapes. The higher frequencies and mode shapes are only used if no conclusions could be made from the
first four. The damage quantification of this nine-design-variable problem showed
partial success. Damaged fasteners located at the side of the load-carrying plates
resulted in a noticeable frequency drop. The frequency drop—between 13.3 Hz and
19.7 Hz—occurred in the natural frequency corresponding to the load-carrying plate
secured with the damage fastener—damage to Plate 1 caused a drop to the second
natural frequency, damage to Plate 2 caused a drop to the fourth natural frequency,
damage to Plate 3 caused a drop to the third natural frequency, and damage to Plate
4 caused a drop to the first natural frequency. The other three natural frequencies of
interest (not corresponding to the mode shape of the damaged plate) and all four of
the mode shapes remained the same. For example, if one of the eight side fasteners
of Plate 4 (which moved at the first natural frequency) is damaged, the first natural frequency drops from 672.78 Hz to between 659.11 and 659.46 Hz. This damage
state shows no change in frequencies 2-4 or mode shapes 1-4. This change in the first
natural frequency shows that the damage occurred with Plate 4 (the load-carrying
plate excited by the first natural frequency). Similar results were obtained for the
side fasteners of Plates 1-3. This allows the load-carrying plate with a single damaged
side fastener to be determined based on only the frequency changes in the system.
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Table B.3: Natural Frequencies for Healthy Nine-Design-Variable Problem


Frequency Original Natural Optimized Natural
Number Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

799.32
799.59
799.60
799.88
1144.9
1144.9
1145.0
1145.4
1187.1
1189.6

672.78
716.07
761.36
805.15
999.71
1003.0
1151.2
1202.3
1216.5
1336.8

Determining damage of a corner fastener for this design did not work so easily.
Fastener damage at the corner bolts did not result in a physically usable frequency
change (less than a 0.6 Hz decrease occurred) in the first four natural frequencies.
Also, no significant changes occurred in the first four mode shapes; therefore, corner
fastener damage appears to be physically undetectable when using the numerical
results of only the first four natural frequencies. This leads to the need to use natural
frequencies and mode shapes above the fourth to determine if the numerical results
allow for the damaged corner bolt to be characterized. For each of these 16 damaged
corner bolt cases, the 7th, 8th, or 9th mode shape showed isolated bending of the loadcarrying plate where the damaged bolt is no longer constraining it. Two examples
for this group of deformation are shown in Figure B.12 and Figure B.13. Since these
modes do not exist in the healthy system, they are easily observable with the proper
sensor placement. Since new mode shapes are introduced with these corner bolt
damage states, quantifying the damage from the natural frequency results alone is
very difficult. The easiest way to observe this new mode shape in a physical system
would be to place sensors (piezoelectric, accelerometers, etc.) close to the corners of
the load-carrying plates to ensure that any movement is captured. The initial and
optimal design variables for this nine-design-variable problem are shown in Table B.4.
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Figure B.12: Seventh Mode Shape for Damaged Upper Left Corner Bolt on Upper
Left Plate

Figure B.13: Eighth Mode Shape for Damaged Lower Left Corner Bolt on Upper
Right Plate
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Table B.4: Optimization Results for Nine-Design-Variable Problem
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After these results were obtained, a combined objective function was formed for
a damaged corner fastener to determine if the first four natural frequencies with this
damage state could be separated from the healthy case more effectively. This ninedesign-variable optimization problem produced results similar to the those previously
shown—the damaged corner bolt state demonstrated no significant changes in the
first four natural frequencies, but observation of higher frequency values and mode
shapes successfully distinguished between the healthy and damaged states. Due to
the similarity between the design results for this combined objective function with
the results for the first objective function only, this result is not included.

B.3 Summary
This research numerically investigated damage detection based on natural frequency
changes caused by damaged fasteners. Design optimization improved the geometry to
allow for damage quantification to take place. The fastener damage in the TPS model
can numerically determine which plate contained the damaged fastener based on the
changes in the first 10 natural frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes. Most
of the damage states can be detected using only the changes in natural frequencies,
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but some of the damage states require the use of new mode shapes arising due to the
fastener failure.
In order to obtain a more robust SHM system for this TPS prototype, a new finite element model was created to include the backing structure. This finite element
model captures the entire structure and not just the load-carrying plates. The focus
of the research was shifted from changing the material thicknesses to optimize the
TPS design to validating the new finite element model versus experimental results.
Also, since frequency differentiation can be difficult to achieve (especially when the
symmetric design will not be changed), mode shapes are used to investigate damage
instead of focusing on changes in the resonant frequencies. While changes in the resonant frequencies are achieved with sizing optimization, observing changes in the mode
shapes corresponding to the resonant frequencies proves important to understanding
the overall changes in the structural dynamics.
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